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Lawmakers
press for
hearings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Six
House lawmakers are urging
their colleagues to conduct
hearings on a bill that would
compensate sick workers at
Department of Energy weapons
plants.
Reps. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.,
and Ted Strickland, D-Ohio,
authored the legislation and
are among six lawmakers who
sent a letter Monday to the
chairs of the Armed Services,
Education and the Workforce
and Judiciary committees.
"We are appealing to each
of these committees to act now
so that we can move this important legislation through the
process, to the floor and into
law," Whitfield said in a statement Tuesday.
A Senate compensation plan
was added last week to the
defense authorization bill, which
is still awaiting final passage.
Under the Senate plan,
nuclear weapons plant workers made ill by on-the-job exposure to radiation, silica or beryllium would receive medical benefits and at least $200,000
apiece.
The House bill also would
compensate workers harmed
by toxic chemical exposure

Future
uncertain for
nuclear fuel
production
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Several federal lawmakers have
warned President Clinton that
the future of domestically produced nuclear fuel is threatened by financial problems at
the United States Enrichment
Corp.
The lawmakers are urging
the Clinton administration to
develop a plan to ensure the
long-term viability of domestic
production.
USEC operates production
plants
in
Paducah
and
Portsmouth, Ohio. and is reportedly considering closing one
of the plants. Recent testimony before congressional committees suggested the government resume operating the
plants. Nuclear fuel is used in
electricity-generating plants.
A letter sent to Clinton on
Monday was signed by four
Republican senators — Mitch
McConnell and Jim Bunning of
Kentucky and Mike DeWine
and George Voinovich of Ohio.
Also signing were U.S. Reps.
Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.. Ted Strickland, D-Ohio, and David Phelps,
"We share the view that a
proactive response is far preferable to waiting until the continued operations of facilities
in Kentucky, Ohio and Illinois
are no longer viable," the letter said.
Besides the
production
plants, the nation's only plant
that supplies processed uranium for conversion to nuclear
fuel is in Metropolis, III.
VVI /11 VIE 12
Tonight. Considerable
cloudiness with showers and
thunderstorms likely. Low near
70. Rain chance 70 percent.
Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday .A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms mainly in the morning...0therwise mostly cloudy.
High in the lower 80s.
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Regents extend Alexander's contract

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray State University Board of
Regents has left no doubt over the past
year about what it thinks of its current
university president.
The board continued its strong endorsement of MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander at its Tuesday meeting by awarding
him a new four-year contract, which includes
a 4.75 percent pay raise, that goes into
effect July 1.
"We could not be more pleased with
his performance," said Sid Easley, chair
of the board of regents. -This campus has
really never looked better than it does today."
The evaluation that preceded the contract marked the third time Alexander has
been evaluated by a board of regents since
he took over at MSU. The July contract
will mark Alexander's seventh year at the
university.
"It would be an honor to be a president of any of these (Kentucky) regional
universities, but being at this university is
a distinct honor," Alexander said.
Alexander's raise is slightly below the
5 percent average the rest of the university's employees will receive, but he
received a 21 percent raise last year when
employees received only 4 percent raises.
Combined with this year's raise, Alexander's yearly salary now comes to $167,600.
"His raise (this year) is lower than
most faculty members at the university,
but that's just the type of person he is."

Easley said.
The 5 percent average consists of a 2
percent across the board raise for satisfactory performance; a 2.75 percent average increase based on merit; and a .25
percent average raise to those who participate in the university's Road's Scholars program.
The 5 percent average raise ties MSU
with the University of Louisville for the
second-highest average pay increase among
public universities in the state, second
only to Northern Kentucky University,
which is offering a 6 percent average
increase.
NKU, however, received a 10.5 percent increase in funding from the state,
while MSU received only a 2.7 percent
increase.
"The state of Kentucky did not give
us much to work with this year," Alexander said. "We have formed this budget
around the priority of higher salaries."
Overall, the MSU budget will total
$1,052,700. Another large increase occurred
in the area of scholarships, with the university's incentive grants, Hong Kong program, extended campus scholarships,
provost scholarships and minority retention scholarships all scheduled to receive
more funding.
The "tight" budget will also include
$800,000 dedicated to equipping all the
university's residential housing with fiber
optic cables for high-speed Internet access.
Tom Denton, vice president of adminis-
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Murray State University Board of Regents Chair Sid Easley addressed the
board during its meeting Tuesday afternoon in the Jesse Stuart Room
of
Pogue Library.
trative services, said the money had been
budgeted. but a student fee will likely be
instituted in the future.
"We will have sort of modest technology
increase in November," Alexander said.
The university will also be looking into
construction of a $750,000 alumni center at
12th Street and Arcadia Circle, between Union
Planters bank and Roy Stewart Stadium.

"Initially, we sought to develop the existing University Church of Christ building,"
said Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities management. "We quickly found that the renovations in that building ... were going to
push the project to about $913,000. We did-

• See Page 2

Officials
become
more
security
conscious
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's judges and prosecutors are putting more emphasis on
their security, and some believe
they should be permitted to carry
guns.
They also point out that there
are no metal detectors or X-ray
machines to screen visitors for
weapons in 97 of the state's 120
courthouses.
The hazards of their jobs were
illustrated June 5 when Commonwealth's Attorney Fred Capps
was gunned down in his home in
Burkesville by a man he was to
prosecute later that day. Mortally
wounded, Capps returned fire and
killed his attacker.
Capps was the third prosecutor slain in the United States in
the past 20 years, according to
the National District Attorneys
Association.
No count of threats against
prosecutors is recorded in Kentucky
or Indiana, but vandalism and
threats are common, said Phil Patton, president of the Kentucky
Association of Commonwealth's
Attorneys.
Dave Stengel, commonwealth's
attorney in Jefferson County, said
the last time a prosecutor was
assaulted in the county was in
1989, when Mark Chandler was
punched to the ground outside the
courthouse by the father of an
offender.
Chandler had just argued successfully for revoking probation
for the man's son, who had been
convicted of drug trafficking. Chandler's assailant was convicted of
assault, sentenced to 30 days in
jail and fined $250.
Despite the low number of
threats carried out, judges and
prosecutors alike — state and federal — say they feel vulnerable
to the same kinds of attacks that
killed Capps — those made without warning, those made without
logic, and those made at home.
While prosecutors in many
states, including Indiana, are considered law -enforcement officers,
exempt from licensing requirements
for concealed handguns, in Kentucky they are not.
A bill to create an exemption
for them got nowhere in the General Assembly last year.
The idea of federal jurists packing heat may strike some as incon-

11 See Page 2

Baptists elect
new president
at convention;
vote looms on
female pastors
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - The Southern Baptist Convention on Tuesday elected as its president one of the youngest
members of the new generation of conservative leaders.
Dr. James G. Merritt, 47, pastor of
the 11,000-member First Baptist Church
in Snellville. Ga.. will serve as head of
the nation's largest Protestant denomination, which opened its annual convention Tuesday.
"I will lift high the banner of truth
found in God's inerrant word," said Merritt, a graduate of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville. Ky.. and
a trustee of Jerry Falwell's Liberty University in Lynchburg. Va.
"We're one of the few denominations
to stand strong in the sharp winds of
political correctness and to call sin, sin."
Merritt said.
His priorities, he said, will be 'soul
winning," encouraging pastors to go on
overseas missions, and reaching young
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A WILD RIDE.. These Murray-Calloway County Fair-goers turned out for opening
night to take a spin on The Scorpion. The carnival is open from 6 p.m. to midnight through Saturday. Highlights this evening include the Lawn and Garden
Tractor Pull at 7 p.m.

AG: Legislative pension
increase unconstitutional
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An initiative that its sponsor
said was designed to nearly double legislative pensions is so
vague that it is unconstitutional. according to an opinion by
the attorney general's office.
The opinion released Tuesday said General Assembly members "concealed their attempt to
increase their pension benefits
because they could not do so
under public scrutiny."
The opinion, which is advisory only and does not carry

the force of law, was sought by inc
was retroactive and to
the legislature retirement board, what year.
which is struggling to determine
"We didn't feel like we needthe meaning of an obscure pro- ed to get to those questions."
vision of a hill passed during Attorney General Ben Chandler
the rush of the final hours of said at a news conference to
the 2000 legislative seSsion.
accompany release of the opinThe opinion did not answer ion.
any of the six questions posed
The eight-member retirement
by legislative retirement direc- system board is scheduled to meet
tor Donna Stockton-Early about on June 20 to decide what to
the actual application of the pro- do about the bill. Two current
vision, such as whether it applied legislators, Democratic Reps.
to current or future retirees and
cost-of-living U See Page 2
whether
the

peompleerr.itt said he was saved at age 9
while watching the movie, "King of
Kings," and called to preach at age 21.
Only men, he believes, are called to be
pastors.
Robert Parham. executive director of
the Baptist Center for Ethics in Nashville,
said that Merritt was not part of the
conservative leadership's takeover of the
convention in 1979. "He will have to
prove himself to the aging fundamentalist leadership (and) my suspicion is that
he will aggressively push a right-wing
political agenda." Parham said.
He thinks Merritt will use a proposed
revision of the Baptist Faith and Message statement "as a litmus test for
employment at the Southern Baptist Convention."
Earlier Tuesday, convention president
Paige Patterson praised the proposed statement of belief that says women should
no longer be allowed to serve as pastors.
Delegates representing the 15.9 million-member denomination will vote
Wednesday on the revised Baptist Faith
and Message statement, which also contains new wording condemning homosexuality and abortion.
The statement of belief on female pastors reads: "While both men and women
are gifted for service in the church, the
office of pastor is limited to men as
qualified by Scripture."
The statement does not address whether
women should be ordained. it addresses
only their role as pastors. who lead congregations. The statement also does not
say what should happen to the 1.60) or
so Southern Baptist clergywomen, about

M See Page 2
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• Regents ...

Kentucky," Alexander said."We felt
From Page 1
it would be good to get this on
n't have the authority to do that." the CPE's desk in case they decide
In addition to the MSU board to allow us to do this."
The board also officially
already approving the project. the
Council on Postsecondary Educa- approved the new plan for acation has also issued approval. Yeatts demic reorganization and named
said the final approval must be Elizabeth G. Blodgett as dean of
issued by the capital projects and the college of health sciences and
bond oversight committee in Frank- human services; Sandra J. Jordan
fort before any construction can as dean of the college of humanities and fine arts; and Jim Rudolph
begin.
as interim director of the school
"I think we've got all the
of agriculture.
groundwork laid." Yeatts said.
In other business, the board:
"We're optimistic that we can get
• Accepted the donation of a Rainit done by next summer."
bow color printer valued at $31,235
In academic matters, the board by the Imation Enterprises Corporagave its approval to three pro- tion of Oakdale, Minn.
posed engineering programs, which
• Approved a recommendation by
include a bachelor of science in Alexander conctming House Bill. 322,
electrical and commorikations Which aeats with the reporting of
THE RIGHT SPOT...Summer Writing Workshop instructor
engineering; a bachelor of science crimes to the department of public
Denise Whitaker applies sunblock to the face of Emily Scott
in engineering management; and safety.
before going for a swim in the Murray-Calloway County Park
a bachelor of science in environ• Approved the razing of the old
Pool
during a session break Tuesday.
mental engineering.
Westside Baptist Church building; strucAlexander said the programs tures on property on Hamilton Avenue;
were developed after the CPE and the caretaker's residence at Wick•
announced it would consider allow- liffe Mounds Research Center.
• Approved a new Racer Elite meal
ing universities that already have
increased retroactively by the cost
engineering programs to expand plan that will offer more flexible meal From Page 1
of living increase since 1982, effectheir services. He said the MSU plans to upperclassmen,
Adrian Arnold of Mount Sterling tively nearly doubling them.
• Heard a report from Vision Quest and J.R. Gray of Benton, are memproposal will likely go before the
"That's his opinion," Robinson
campaign chair Roger Reichmuth, who
CPE in July.
bers of the board.
said. "If they want to accept it,
"These (programs) don't dupli- said the campaign hat currently raised
The retirement enhancement was they can. They're the board."
cate any programs in the state of approximately $13 million.
the handiwork of Sen. Albert RobinLegislative retirement is an
son, who has acknowledged he arcane subject. Benefits are earned
tried to keep the whole thing quiet. differently, based on when an indiREUSE THE NEWS
Robinson, a London Republican, vidual was elected to the legislaalso told the attorney general's ture and how long they serve.
office the intent of the legislature
Generally, though, retirement is
was to have lawmakers' pensions
based on a presumed annual salary
of $27,500. The standard was estabFirst Baptist Church
lished in 1982 and is what Robinson wants to double.
Murray, KY
Only about 120 people, including survivors, now receive legislative retirement benefits. Those
benefits are increased with inflation thanks to a provision sponsored by Robinson in the 1998
legislature.
A Patriotic Spectacular!
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Family hopes fund can
cover surgery expenses
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Contributions are still being
sought for the Stacey Albright family. who are faced with expenses
stemming from surgery Stacey is
scheduled to have next Tuesday in
Los Angeles to end tremors she
suffered in a 1998 car wreck.
"It's going to be very expensive
for them," said Patsy Hale, a customer service representative at The
Murray Bank, where the Stacey Albright Fund has been established.
"They still need all the assistance
they can get."
Stacey's parents, Terry and
Karen Albright,.left_for California
Monday morning with about
$1,000, said Bonnie Carter, Stacey's case manager with Four Rivers Behavioral Health in Smithland
and Benton.
• But the Albrights will have to
stay in California for six to eight
weeks following surgery, which is
expected to last 19 to 11 hours, so
Stacey can undergo physical therapy, Carter said.
The Albrights had to drive to

California. Stacey can't fly because
of the pressure it creates, Carter
said.
Stacey suffered a closed head injury in the February 1998 that left
her in a coma for six months and
left doctors believing she would be
unable to walk again. She can walk
now with assistance and a walker,
Carter said.
"In the past year, she's come a
long way," Carter said.
The injuries caused Stacey to
suffer short-term memory loss, seizures and tremors. The surgery on
the brain and spine, one of only a
few ever attempted, is designed to
eliminate the tremors and possibly
help with her balance, Carter said.
"Hopefully, it is a steppingstone
to get her walking again," Carter
said. "She is very determined to get
better; she is very determined to
walk -again.. and that's half of it
right there."
•••

(Donations can be sent to the
Stacey Albright Fund, do The Murray Bank, P.O. Box 1300, Murray,
KY 42071.)
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RECYCLE

I BRIM IN FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
MERICA I BELIEVE IN AMERICA

A

Sunday, July 2• 5:00 & 7:15 PM

(Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle your I BELIEVE IN AMERICA free ticket request)

1.

From Page 1
Name
Address

100 of whom are leading congregations.
However, the statement is not
binding on individual Southern Baptists, and the denomination's 41,000
local congregations would remain
free to ordain women and hire
them as pastors.
Women attending a meeting of
pastors' wives Tuesday afternoon
overwhelmingly supported the statement.

Phone

City
2.

• Baptists

State

Zip

Circle the day/date and time you wish to attend.
SUNDAY JULY 2 AT 5:00 PM
SUNDAY,JULY 2 AT 7:15 PM

"I don't feel like it's biblical
for a woman to be a pastor," said
Melissa Folds, a pastor's wife from
Trenton, Fla.

3.

Number of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please)

4.

Include a self-addressed stamped envelope. If this envelope is not
enclosed, then the tickets cannot be mailed or processed.
Address request to: I BELIEVE IN AMERICA
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071

5.

But Margaret Davis, a pastor's
wile from Newport News, Va, was
a rare voice of dissent: "I believe
if God calls you to pastor, it doesn't matter if you're a man or
woman. My husband disagrees."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Please send tickets to me for the other time if my
request time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my request is not available.

Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY. No telephone orders can be accepted.
If there are any problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854 between
the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. after June 26!

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
8- I -6
Pick 4:
1-9-5-1

EVENING
Pick 3:
1-0-6
Pick 4:
4-9-8-8
Cash 5:
0-1 1-25-32-35

Sponsored By:

Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have the joy of attending. Thanks!!

Shell

From Page 1
gruous, but Henry Wilhoit Jr., chief
judge of the Eastern District of
Kentucky, said, "Without saying I
would or wouldn't take advantage
of the law, I think judges should
be given that option."
Prosecutors and judges — state
and federal — say they now fear
attacks both from irrational offenders who would commit murder to
avoid convictions that carry much
shorter sentences, and from drug
cartels and extremist groups that
might lash out after one of their
members is sent to prison.
Although no federal judge has
been assassinated since three were
killed from 1979 to 1989, serious
threats are common.
In the 12 months ending in
August 1999, there were 497 threats
against federal judges but no
assaults, according to the U.S.
Marshals Service.

New federal judges are given
a book of security pointers, said
Rich Knighten, the chief deputy
marshal for Kentucky's Western
District, who supports the idea of
federal judges carrying guns.
The Marshals Service recommends simple things like not listing an address in the phorie book.
None of the federal judges or
judge-magistrates in Louisville do.
The Kentucky Administrative
Office of the Courts hopes to eventually equip every courthouse with
weapon-screening technology, but
because of the expense, it is slow
_going.
Metal detectors that people walk
through,called magnetometers,cost
$3,000 each; X-ray machines cost
between $15,000 and $30,000.
Nineteen more courthouses will
get security devices this year and
next, said Russ Salsman,spokesman
for the office of the courts.

Schroader faces felony counts
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray police have charged an
Olive Street man with felony theft
and criminal mischief counts after a
two-month search for him.
Police served warrants on Jeff
Alan Schroader, 33, Tuesday after
Calloway County sheriff's officials
returned to Murray from Louisville,
a police press release said.
Schroader was wanted since
April 19, when he reportedly failed
to return a 2001 Dodge Ram pickup
truck to Cain's Inc. on North 12th
Street following a test drive.
The truck was returned to the lot
that night, but it had more than
S1,500 damage, the release said.
Schroader remained in the Calloway County Jail Wednesday
morning in lieu of a $5,500 cash
bond.
In other reports, city police are
still investigating the theft of a

$10,000 car hauler trailer that was
reported taken from behind the
Coastal Mart on Chestnut Street.
The orange, fifth-wheel-style
trailer was reported missing on
Tuesday by Jennifer Scott, the release said.
Elsewhere, the sheriffs department has received a report from
Toy Stockwell of Trailside Drive
that someone damaged his unfinished house and the camper trailer
in which he is living while the
house is being built.
Stockwell reported the incidents
Tuesday when he found the damage after being out of town for the
weekend, according to an incident
report.
The glass-and-wood doors on
his trailer's kitchen cabinets were
broken, as were cabinet doors and a
ceiling fan in the bedroom, the report said. Three holes were found
in the Sheetrock of his unfinished
house, the report said.

CHECK THE TV WEEK
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Tobacco official believes industry
should not have to pay more damages
MIAMI (AP) - The head of
the nation's No. I tobacco company on Tuesday said the industry has already been punished for
its past behavior and that a jury
should not order the companies to
pay more damages.
Stanley Rosenblatt, the attorney
representing sick Florida smokers,
asked Philip Morris President and
CEO Michael Szymanczyk if the
tobacco industry should be punished
for creating a defective product
and hiding the truth about the
risks of smoking.
"Unless punishment already
occurred. I would agree." Szymanczyk said. "In this case I believe
it already has been determined."
Szymanczyk was referring to a
1998 agreement in which cigarette
makers paid $254 billion to settle state lawsuits. Circuit Judge
Robert Kaye quickly reminded him
that the agreements were not punishment because the industry voluntarily reached the settlement.

When Rosenblatt repeated the
question, Szymanczyk said -Not
in this case because my understanding of punitive damages is
to change behavior and punish."
He said the industry has already
changed the way it markets cigarettes.
"You don't think you should
be punished for 50 years (of bad
behavior) because you're good guys
today?" Rosenblatt asked.
"The things we're doing are the
right things ... we should be left
to do those things," Szymanczyk
said.
Rosenblatt asked Szymanczyk
if he would apologize for the
industry.
"It would be pretty insincere,"
Szymanczyk said, explaining he
has only run the company for three
years.
Szymanczyk also. admitted that
smoking is addictive, but not under
Rosenblatt's definition of addiction being a habit one cannot quit.

"Most people who want to quit
smoking can quit," Szymanczyk
said, adding that he defines addiction as a repetitive behavior that
people have difficulty stopping.
"Smoking is addictive as the word
is commonly used."
Earlier, when questioned by an
industry attorney, Szymanczyk said
he will have to raise cigarette
prices if ordered to pay a damage award.
Szymanczyk began testifying
Monday as the first of five tobacco executives lined up to tell the
jury about how their companies
have reformed amid lawsuits and
public criticism.
His testimony is part of a bid
to dissuade the jury from punishing tobacco companies with a potential multibillion-dollar punitive
damage request on behalf of
300,000 to 500,000 sick Florida
smokers.

Jackson County lake in trouble
(AP) - Jackson County JudgeExecutive Tommy Slone says one
look at depleted Beulah Lake convinces most people to voluntarily
conserve water.
The approximately 90-acre lake,
the only source for. the Jackson
County Water Association, has
dropped more than a foot below
capacity, about matching the lowest level during last year's drought.
Slone said Tuesday.
"Once they look at . it. they
don't have a problem being conservative," Slone said in a telephone interview. "It's probably the
most talked about topic by the
general public right now."
Slone said the water association's
customers in east-central Kentucky
are being asked to voluntarily conserve water. They aren't alone, as
other water systems cope with a
prolonged rain shortfall.

Thirty-four water systems have
taken water conservation measures,
mainly asking residents to voluntarily cut back, said David Morgan, supervisor of the water quantity section of the state Division
of Water.
The number is up by two from
a week earlier, marking the first
increase since December. Morgan
said. He predicts other water systems may soon start asking residents to cut back water usage.
"Wit keeps going as it is. we'll
be adding them in a hurry," Morgan said in an interview from Frankfort.
"We would advise local water
systems and local officials to watch
their supplies very, very carefully
and be ready to go on conservation when things get tight. ... If
this gets as bad as it could get.
the only way we're going to get

Hal Rogers announced.
The new courthouse in London
will include federal court space,
office space for federal law
enforcement agencies and additional
parking.
The 92,537-square-foot building will include three federal courtrooms — two for the U.S. District Court and one for the U.S.
Magistrate.
"The new federal courthouse will
provide badly needed space for
our federal judges, court personnel and federal crime fighting
organizations," Rogers, R-Ky., said
Monday in a statement.
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Come by and visit us at our booth at the 31)
Murray Calloway Co. Fair. We will be there to
a nswer your telephone, Internet and long distance questions. It would also be a perfect
time to sign up for our Internet or long distance as well. Register for the free prize that
will be given away at the end of the week.
Also, some other items will be given away b
each night of the fair, but everyone will be eligible for the big prize at the end of the week.
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LEDGER & TIMES
1001

Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

invites you to join us for a once-in-a-lifetime
voyage at 207 Robertson Road South, Murray.
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28 YEARS OF SERVICE TO
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

YEARS

AND THE COMMUNITY
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16, 2000

4:00 P.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
PROGRAM AT

5:00 P.M.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

!!! PUBLIC NOTICE !!!
ATTENTION ALL ATV
(3 and 4 Wheeled) RIDERS:

KENTUCKY

RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC.
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Westside Baptist Church

Alice Rouse
Amy Wilson

Advertising Mgr..
Classifieds Mgr
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Rita Boggess
READER INFORMATION
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

Ages 3 - 6th grade
June 19-23
6:00-8:30 p.m.

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.

Join us as we dive through our Bible Study,
music, crafts, recreation, and snack reefs.

1 month $6.50 I 6 months S37.50
3 months $18.75 1 year
$75.00

Van 1
5:20 King Richard/Alan A Dale 5:24 Robin Hood/Nottingham
5:26 Camelot/Gibbs Store
Oakhill/Westwood
5:30 Ridgewood/Green Briar
5:32 Tabard/Whippoorwill
5:34 Tabard/Canterbury
5:35 Tabard/London
5:36 Tabard/Spnng Creek
5:40 Southside Manor Apt Office
5:43 Ellis Community Or
5:46 Fox Meadows Entrance
Van 2
5:20 Essex Downs Office
512 Oak Apartments(by sign)
5:24 Calloway Gardens Office
5:26 Red Oaks Apt.(by Bldg A)
529 Riviera Courts Office
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SUMMER ART...Murray State University faculty member Daniel Leys gives
a quick demonstration to a class of high school students during the Summer Art Workshop
Tuesday in the
Fine Arts Building.

J. STUART POSTON

Community to
receive new
courthouse
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — The
General Services Administration
will award a $14.1 million contract for the construction of a new
federal courthouse in this southeastern Kentucky town, U.S. Rep.

through it is everybody working
together."
The dry spell has worsened in
Kentucky's bluegrass region, which
slipped into the severe drought
category on a commonly used
drought indicator Monday. Central
and eastern Kentucky remained in
the moderate drought category, but
were creeping toward severe
drought status.
Last summer, 135 of the state's
roughly 700 water districts were
under some type of conservation
because of the rain deficit, Morgan said.
In Jackson County, officials have
discussed purchasing water from the
city of McKee. Slone said. The
problem is the county didn't receive
enough precipitation during the winter and spring to refill Beulah
Lake near the Tyner community,
he said.

Mailed in Calloway Co . Benton.
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $75.00

If you know of someone or
you have personally been
involved in an ATV accident

WE WOULD LIKE TO
TALK TO YOU!!!
PURSUANT TO COURT INSTRUCTION, we need to talk with persons who either:
1. know of someone who has been involved in an ATV accident(s),
2. have seen or witnessed an AN accident(s),
3. personally been involved in an ATV accident(s)
4. can complete a survey about their experience either riding ATVs or seeing others in
the community riding ATVs.
• If you have seen people riding without helmets
• If you have seen people riding with passengers
• If you have seen an ATV upset or flip
• If you have seen an ATV lose control
• If you have observed that dealers sell adult size vehicles knowing they will be
operated by underage riders
• If you have experienced an ATV turning over on you
• If you have had ATV equipment break or malfunction when you were using it
• If you know of a steering column break or if the column has broken on your
ATV

By mail to other destinations, price is
$98.00 per year.

5:32 Northwood / Valleywood
5:34 Mur-Cal Apt. Entrance
5:36 Northwood /Michelle
5.40 Main St. Youth Ctr.

*If you need a ride and do not live in
one of these areas please call 753-8240.
"54h-6th graders will have a voyage all their own!

If you know someone who has been injured from an ATV that flipped over after
the STEERING COLUMN BROKE or threw its rider or passenger

Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays, July
4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day
and New Years Day Periodicals
Murray, KY
at
postage
paid
POSTMASTER:
Send
address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1040. Murray,
KY 42071-1040

WE NEED TO TALK TO YOU TODAY!!
YOU MAY NOT SEE THIS NOTICE AGAIN

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. betweer
5 00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4 30-5.00 p.m Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger a Times(USPS 308.7001
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
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Jones & Roberts
509 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
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Farewell to arms control
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Toy Lee Barnett
Funeral rites for Toy Lee Barnett will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Billy Turner and
the Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Randy Crass, Bailey Barnett, Clayton
Garland, Mark Mohler, Junior Garland, James Garland and J.C. Barnett. Honorary pallbearers will be Charlie Lovins, along with members of the Men's Sunday School Class of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Barnett, 68, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died Sunday, June 11,
2000, at 11:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church. He had retired
as a school bus driver for Calloway County School System. Born July
5, 1931, he was the son of the late Bailey Barnett and Bertha Crass
Barnett.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Diane Hendrick Barnett, to whom
he had been married for 51 years; three daughters, Mrs. Janet Prescott
and. hock-ind, -Johnny,--Mrs..1Cay -Burgdolf and -husband,- Joe, and Mrs.
Patricia Keeling and husband, Johnny, all of Murray; one son, Steven
Carl Barnett and wife, Treasa, Coldwater; a brother-in-law, Ben Hendrick and wife, Jere, Murray; seven grandchildren, Rebecca Campbell
and husband, Chad, Grand Rivers, Christopher Prescott, Jeremiah Jones,
Kimberly Dyer and Daniel Burgdolf, all of Murray, and Bailey Barnett and Cynthia Bamett, Coldwater; one great-granddaughter, Aleascya Campbell, Grand Rivers; six stepgrandchildren; one stepgreatgrandchild:.

Wilburn M. Herndon
Services for Wilburn M. Herndon were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis
officiated. Judy Lamb was soloist and pianist.
Pallbearers were Larry Hale, Thomas Lamb, Charlie Deering, Billy
Cullop, Robert Rowland and Clyde Rowland. Burial was in Temple
Hill Cemetery..
Mr. Herndon, 87, Van Cleave Road, Murray, died Sunday,
2000, at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired brick mason and farmer, he was a member of Temple
Hill United Methodist Church and Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of
Free and Accepted Masons.
He was married July 14, 1934, to Martha Herndon who preceded
him in death. Born Dec. 20, 1912, he was the son of the late John
Henry Herndon and Eunice Mahan Herndon. Also preceding him in
death were two sisters, Neva Childress and Rhoda Galloway, and three
brothers, Robert E. Herndon, Lee Herndon and Wilson Herndon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jeanetta Hall and husband,
Homer, two sons, Benny Herndon and wife, Pam, and Jackie Herndon and wife, Joyce, a sister-in-law, Mrs. Reba Herndon, four granddaughters, Regina Deering and husband, Charles, Lee Cullop and husband, Billy, Stephanie Rogers and Whitney Herndon, and one greatgranddaughter, Katlyn Cullop, all of Murray.

Mrs. Lillie C. McDaniel
Mrs. Lillie C. McDaniel, 96, Murray, died Monday, June 12, 2000.
_
at 4:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Formerly of Graves County, she was a member of Bible Missionary Baptist Church in Michigan.
Her husband, Edgar L. McDaniel, one grandson, Billy L. Hill, three
sisters, Gladys Wingo, Ruth Wheeler and Beulah Brann, and one
brother, Lilbum Brann, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Jean Davis, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Sue Smith, Murray, Mrs. Jo Ann Riddle, Hazel, and Mrs. Judy
Young, Jefferson City, Mo.; nine granSchildten; 21 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral. Horne, Mayfield. -Larry Perkins will - officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scott Perkins, J.T. Jennings, Dr. Charles Ludy,
Mike McDonald, Kevin Smith, Randy Smith, Ron Smith and Steve
Davis. Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Muscular Dystrophy Association, 3300 E. Sunrise Dr., Tucson, AR 85718.

Mrs. Charlene Lamb

Rhoades
Mrs. Virginia Ruth
Panama City, Fla.,

formerly of
oades, 80,
Mrs. Virginia Ruth
Mrs. Charlene (Pip) Lamb. 84,
Murray, died Monday, June 12, 2000, at a hospital in Panama City.
Benton, died Monday,. June 12.
Her husband, Luther Rhoades, preceded her in death She was a 2000, at 1:44 p.m. at Marshall
member of Palo Alto Church of Christ, Panama City.
County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sara Jane Mannon and husHer husband, Ottice (Buster
band, Archie, Panama City, and Mrs. Mary Owens, Hendersonville, Lamb, and one brother preceded
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Esther Cohoon, Murray, and Mrs. Katie Joseph, her in death. She was the daughDetroit, Mich.; two brothers, Cleatus Smith, Murray, and Ross Smith, ter of the late Alton Anderson and
Gorham, Kan.; two grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Edith Clark Anderson.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Mrs. Lamb was a member of
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow Fairdealing Church of Christ.
in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Survivors include one son. Barry
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
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A retired agriculture teacher for
In Memory ofElva Coleman
Graves County School System, he
The sister and grandchildren of Elva Coleman wish to
was a retired farmer. He was a
express thanks and appreciation during her long illness, and
our time of sorrow. Special thanks to Bro. Sammie
Cunningham and Bro. R.J. Burpoe. Special thanks also to
granddaughter Cheryl Hicks and Hofton Garner - we couldn't
have made it without you. 7b the members of Grace Baptist
Church, thank you for your visits and especially for your
prayers.
To the Share Sunday School class of Grace Church, thanks
for donating money in memory ofElva.Also thanks to each one
who sent food and flowers. As Helen Steiner Rice once said,
"She was different, she was special, unique in a thousand
ways. She was giving, she was loving and we'll miss her all our
days."
Thanks again and God bless!
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Stock Market
Report
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Prices as of 9 AM
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--,,---t-:

IBM

119%

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
1. G & E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
MicrosoftJ.C, Penney.
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough

43%.+1/..
129-2%
19 unc
234 unc
591/1 +%
14+1/.
32%.+1,..
73% +ti2
69% +
17% +%
46% +%
72%,
47% + 2

Sears

.34% unc

Texaco
Time Warner
761.+7/.
Union Planters
32% -1/.
1
UST
16%
Wal-Mart.
.54% 2/..
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
Stock.
unc - price

unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
gait
Additional
Information

, Available

Upon Request

HIWARD
UtONS
siNCE5854

Our 13c5t In tvstment I.s You.

Treva Anderson & Thelma Futrell

J.J.B. Heart W.L Lyons, Inc • *maw 1055 are WC

HAMPTON W. BROOKS

Mrs. Virginia Smart
Mrs. Virginia Smart, 67, Nash Drive, Murray, died today, Wednesday, June 14, 2000, at 6:30 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jackie Cunningham and
husband, Steve, and Mrs. Laura Olson and husband, Terry, and Mrs.
Amanda Tipton and husband, David, all of Murray; six grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Kumho • C el
Bridgestone • Firestone
• Goodyear

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
NOW FOR JUNE 2ND.
Exceptional prices, special
Call for an
products
appointment offers on the latest
NEW!
today!

CELLTOUCH,inc. SHARE YOUR AIR
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111
CID
0 0 10001210
•a a e 7

535 for 200 minutes
FREE LONG DISTANCE
ADD UP TO 4 ADDITIONAL
LINES FOR $LS EACH

NEW NOKIA 913 PHONE
& CAR CHARGER FREE
WrITI EACH NEW LINE

SEARS

Avails* on new one year service aweernent Subfect to credit died( and aporareaf Fee wlI be
&a
for earl termination of contract Other restnctions ma a• . Offer ends 6/30/00.

Miracle-Ear Navigator
Programmable Contour
Aid Our latest programmable
hearing solution!

Hearing Aid Centers

ON SALE NOW!

REMEMBER
Come in and register our
Father's Day drawing for Dads.'
1st Prize - Craftsman Tool Box
2nd Prize - Craftsman Tool Set
3rd Prize - Craftsman Flashlight

Murray
Located inside the
Murray Sears store

Miracle-Ear Confidante
Digital Hearing System
Digital quality at an excellent
value!

Belair Shopping
Center

ON SALE NOW!

270-753-2310
Store Hours:
Every 1st & 3rd
Friday/mo
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Miracle-Ear InterpreterDigital Hearing System.
Our "smartest" hearing aid,
with our most advanced
technology!
yr

SAVE'
1000

Winners will be notified
Monday, June 19th.

gi(e,Miracle-Ears

$2.00 Off

test and ear canai ospectron are stymy, u-ne
1-4eanng test to determine proper
arnpakatirr needs
cioty These am not mocks, exams or rharroStel. nor
tom they .tended to replace a "vow s care If
you
suspect a medic* pisk.n please see+, treatment
!rot
,YOul doctor lPliering ads do om restore natural
roirsiii) Individual espenances Airy depending or seventy of
heennp loss accuracy eseikahon proper flt and abaty to
adapt to ampletcanon Only ynke Meade Ea'raprasentaPA
can ter you ...Such nsodets snd °phone Int up/tt
for voo
C2000 Mnacle-Ear Inc
A 74240:00P

'Heanng

Ice Cream
Cake
Good thro

voo

508 N. 12th Street
Murray,KY

(270) 753-3111

On a Miracle-Ear Interpreter
Digital Hearing System or
save $400 off of one aid.
•-om DIM<sue•ng Miracle Ear'
representatmes One coupon good per purchase
cs descounts apply [Amount does
otters
othm
No
Cast' value 1/20 cents
apply to poor sales
Gouda, elvers ei 30 00

On a Miracle-Ear Confidanteor Miracle Ear Messenger'
Digital Hearing System or save
$300 off of one aid.
Ear
Good only from parlor ipating
%firer le

representat,ves One coupon pod per purchase
No Omer onties er dricounts apply ONCount does
not•p ly to pnor sales Cash value 1r20 cents
Coupon expues 6 30 00

4.1111.

FREE Hearing Tests • FREE Demonstrations• FREE Ear Canal Inspections

LIBRARY NEWS
.

BEN GRAVES
Calloway County Public library
-. Back when .1 knew everything,
I explained to my father that I
had seen all the college that I
really wanted. He said "fine, we
could use the help on the farm."
The next morning found me
forking manure out of a barn at
6:30 a.m. Farming began to lose
its appeal around 8 a.m. and I
filled out the admission forms for
Murray State University before I
sat down to eat lunch outside.
(Momma wouldn't let me in the
hour.)
From this I learned two things:
Never underestimate the educational value of 3 1/2 tons of
manure and never underestimate
your father.
Happy Father's Day, Dad.
Do you remember the first time
you saw the picture of the flag
being raised on Mount Suribachi
during the battle for Iwo Jima?
It's is the most reproduced picture in all of photography. But
what were the names of the men
in the photo? Or for that matter,
the name of the man who took
the picture?
"Flags of Our Fathers" by James
Bradley recounts the terrible bat-

D.K. Kelley has just received new
home accessory items, throw rugs
and accent pillows to match, wonderful collection boxes that are perfect for men or women,for home or
office. For Dad see our old time,
nautical navigational desk accessories. We have some very unusual
silver boxes for jewelry or just to sit
around anywhere. We have a large
variety of unique picture frames,
garden stepping stones, Feng Shui
candles or silver plate trays, lamps,
wicker chests, boxes and trays, all
types of great gift items for yourself, wedding, Father's Day or any
occasion.
Brighton has come out with their
animal print collection. Purses from
zebra to cheetah, wallets with red
leather lining with zebra or cheetah
prints, python belts, antique tooled
belts and purses. One of the newest
items is the microfiber foldable
tote, great for shopping or to use as
a brief case or larger handbag.
Lots of fresh new v-neck tops look
terrific with black or some of the
Tommy Bahama silk bottoms. We
also have some very cute make-up
bags from Tommy Bahama - and
wrap skirts and tops. We still have a
range of sizes from 2-18 in dresses,
and cute capri sets for dressy or
casual.
With all the reunions, weddings,
parties and vacations to look forward to we have just the perfect
outfit for your every need.
We will be happy to coordinate
you from head to toe with the latest
in accessories with the perfect outfit
and total look customized especially for you. D.K. Kelley wants
everyone to feel special and have
the look they feel the most comfortable in. Remember style is a personal decision and helps create your
own uniqueness.
Please join us this week for fun,
food and fashion on Friday. our
lunch is served from 11-2 p.m. each
week.
We always look forward to customers coming by for lunch. Please
feel free to bring a friend for lunch
too. It is open for all.
Congratulations to Gayle Clauson
who won the silver bangles at our
luncheon last Friday.
New merchandise arriving daily.
Come by to browse Murray's most
interesting and unique store.
Happy Father's Day to all those
special Dads!
Stay tuned to next week's fun &
fashion report.

sket.K.RUT
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

de that took place on Iwo Jima
and follows the six men in John
Rosenthal's famous photograph
through their lives after the war.
Even if you know nothing of
the war in the Pacific, you cannot help but be moved by the
experiences of these men.
Highly recommended.

Another Murray-Calloway County Fair is now at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds. It is directed by Murray
Calloway County Fair Association with Jeff Gream as president.
Special events will include the Lawn & Garden Tractor Pull
tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m.; Petting Zoo and Sheep Sheering at the pole barn from 6 to 9 p.m. and Bull Bust at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday; Open Youth Goat Show will be at 5:30 p.m.,
Motorcross at 6:30 p.m. and 4-H Youth Pet Show at 7 p.m. on
Friday; Open Beef Show, 4-H and FFA Beef Show at 10 a.m.,
Demolition Derby and Open Youth Lamb Show, both at 7 p.m.
Saturday.
The fair opened last Friday night with the A.F. (Skeet) Myers
Open Horse Show. The late Mr. Myers was one of the earlier
persons serving on the fair board who gave many hours of
time promoting the fair. The open dairy show, 4-H and
FFA
dairy shows were Monday with the carnival opening Tuesday
.

We have three westerns for
Father's Day. There's "Treasure
of the Brasada" by Les Savage
Jr.; "Badland's Justice" by Dan
Cushman; and "Texas Renegade"
by Walker A. Tompkins. That's a
lot of mesquite and gun smoke.
Here's a spooky one: James
Patterson's "Cradle and All." Two
girls, one in Ireland and one in
Boston, are pregnant while still
virgins. Two babies are born, one
evil and one good. This is clearly the start of what looks like a
really jumping series. We'll have
a waiting list for "Cradle and All,"
so come on down and sign up!
Speaking of spooky, I saw the
movie, "A Night to Remember,"
while I was pretty young. The
film version of the sinking of the
Titanic gave me a case of the willies
that I still haven't outgrown.
I thought of that as I looked
at our new copy of "Titanic," one
of the Eyewitness books. It's full
of wonderful pictures and descriptions that I would not have thought
of. But the problem is that I can
only look at for five or six minutes at a time without feeling cold
sea water swirling around my
ankles.
'Highly recommended.
By the way, we've had our
first melted tape of the season.
"Annie" will be out of circulation while we get a new copy.
The person who borrowed it left
it on the car seat for just a few
minutes, but that was all the sun
needed to warp a new tape into
a wad of useless plastic. Remember, please don't leave video tapes
exposed to sunlight.

Dobbs' reception today
An open reception for Skip Dobbs will be today (Wednesday)
from 5 to 7 p.m. in the council chamber room of Murray City
Hall. Dobbs will be leaving his position as director of Murray-Calloway County Parks after serving for several years.

BMX Races on Friday

The engagement and forthcoming marriage, of Robyn Leigh
Fortenberry, Chattanooga and Lee Daniel "Dan" Logan,Troy has
been announced.
Parents of the bride-to-be are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Byrd
of Chattanooga.
Her grandparents are J.B. and Catherine Flynn of Knoxvil
le, Betty
Fortenberry and the late Henry Fortenberry and the late
C.C. Byrd
and Edith Byrd, all of Maryville.
A 1996 graduate of Ooletwah High School, Chattanooga,
she recently graduated magna cum laude from the University
of Tennessese,
Chattanooga, where she received a bachelor of science
degree in
exceptional learning K-12 and highest honors. She was
elected to the
Alpha Society and was a University Scholar. She plans
to teach in
the fall in Chicago, Ill.
_ The future groom is the son of B.T. and Winnie Logan
of Troy,
and the grandson of Edward and Mena Fitts, Puryear and
William G.
and Peggy Logan of Union City.
A 1995 Union City High School graduate, Logan graduat
ed cum
laude in December 1999 from UT-Chattanooga, where
he received a
bachelor of arts degree in chemistry and received high
honors. He
was a University Scholar and a member of Kappa
Simg Fraternity.
He is employed at DuPont Chemical in Chattanooga
and plans to
attend medical school in Chicago in the fall.
The couple will marry July 1 at .6 p.m. at Tyner United
Methodist
Church in Chattanooga,. Music will begin at 5:30
p.m. A reception
will follow at the church. All friends and relatives are
invited.

BMX Races will be Friday at the Murray-Calloway County Park
Track, located in the central part of the park. Tickets are being
sold a specialized bike to be given away on July 1 at the track
in conjunction with Family Day in the Park. The local track will
host a state qualifier July 1. Friday practice will start at 5 p.m.
and the races at 6:30 p.m. For more information call 753-7723 or
753-5571.

Marine detachment will meet

Billy Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps
League will
meet Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at the Green Horse
Restaurant, Highway 121 South, Murray: Anyone interested in the
Marine Corps is
invited.

Wranglers' show on Friday

Wranglers' Riding club, located off Van Cleave
Road, Murray,
will have an open horse show on Friday at 6
p.m. at the club
grounds. Fourteen classes will be featured. The
concession stand
will be open. For more information call Kenneth
Greer at 4892272 or David Alexander at 489-6106.

Prayer Hour on Friday

Community Prayer Hour will be Friday at 11 a.m.
at Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church, South Fourth Street,
Murray. This
is open to all interested persons.

MHS Class of 1985 to meet

Murray High School Class of 1985 will have its 15-y
ear reunion
on July 1 at the home of Yvonne Jones Vogt. There
have been
some changes made in the original plans. •For more
details and
with any information about classmates, call Vogt at
753-1307 (work)
or 1-270-527-5484 (home).

Hendon reunion on July 1
The

is proud to welcome

HEATHER BURKEEN
to their—staff.
I *Acrylic Nails
*Manicures

*Colors
*Highlights

*Perms
*Haircuts

Call For An Appointment Today
753-3688

MSU, UK & TN
Die-Cast
Car Banks

Lydia Eaker of Hazel has been
named a national award winner
in history and government by the
United States Achievement Academy.
Eaker, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by Patricia
Lassiter, her teacher.
Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Eaker is the daughter of Gary
and Becky Eaker of Hazel.
Her grandparents are Hughlette
and Lucrecia King of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Ramona Eaker of Murray.

Bibles • Books • Cards • Gifts
Court Square • Downtown • Murray • 753-7222

Hendon family reunion for all "Hendon" family member
s,
friends, neighbors and friends from the Land Between
the Lakes
area will be July 1 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Lakevi
ew Shelter
House at Kenlake Resort State Park. A potluck lunch will
be served
at about noon. For more information call or write Jo Whalin,
607
Chapel Rd., Murray, KY 42071; or phone 759-4326 or 753-331
3,
on e-mail to josie39@webtv.net.

YMCA has fun center

YMCA is now presenting the Summer Fun Center. The
Family
Center at the Murray Family YMCA is open ot children
and youth
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. for games, activities, arts and crafts
for all
ages. Children, ages 8 to 10, must have a parent present
in the
facility, and ages 11 and up may drop in at anytime. Cost
for the
program is a $10 joiner ree for -all non-members, $10 per
month
for children up to 9 years old, and $20 per month for ages
10 to
17. For more information call 759-YMCA.

MS group to meet Thursday

The newly formed Multiple Sclerosis Group will meet Thursda
y
at 7 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. "Basics of MS" will be discussed by Kathy Garth, A.R.N.P
.
For more information call Sherial Underwood at 759-851
6.

Transit meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center. Persons are
asked to use the west entrance of the center, according to Shirley
Parrish, MCTA manager.

Vera Bradley Designs

Show will be Thursday

A lot of Style in a little handbag.

A benefit comedy show featuring comedian, Brian Staron, will
be Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Murray State University Lovett auditorium. General admission tickets brought in advance are $5 each,
but will be $7 each at the door. This special show is being sponsored by the Murray Business & Professional Women's Club. For
information call Faye Rogers at 753-7743.

Vintage Rose Emporium
Finer Gift & Bridal Registry
111 South 4th St • 270-759-2100
Largest VBD Collection in Western Kenhickv

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

NEW!HAVORBURST ICE CREAM x SHAKES
8FLAVORS AVAILABLE
'106 Chostnut St
759-5555

CATFISH X CHICKEN SANDWICHES
X PLATES AVAILABLE

cotoring
Available
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'Wait and see'common treatment for prostate cancer
Q: My grandfather was diagnpsed with prostate cancer. His
doctor recommended "watchful
waiting" instead of treating his
,:ancer. I don't understand.
A: Prostate cancer is common
in older men. By age 50, about
one-third of American men have
signs of prostate cancer that can
be seen under a microscope. By
age 75, half to three-quarters of
all men will have some cancer in
their prostate glands. Most of these
cancers cause no symptoms and
are so slow-growing they never

!
hi Ask the CIS

LEAH CHRISTENSEN

become a health thre,i
Doctors may suggest watchful
waiting when the tumor is small
and has not spread outside the
prostate gland. Older men with
early-stage prostate cancer are the
most likely candidates for watchful waiting. These early-stage
tumors may grow so slowly they
are not likely to cause men, especially older men, any problems
during their lifetimes. The men

are asked to hay e regular checkups and to report any new 'symptoms to the doctor immediately.
This choice spares men the discomfort, inconvenience, and possible side effects of cancer treatments such as surgery or radiation therapy (use of high-energy
x-rays to kill cancer cells).
On the other hand, watchful waiting may reduce the chance of controlling the disease before it spreads.
It also may put off treatment until
the man is at an age when it is
more difficult to tolerate. (Of
course, treatments also may

Improve over time.) Another possible disadvantage is the anxiety
that may result from living with
an untreated cancer.
Studies suggest that the life
expectancy of men who choose
watchful waiting is the same as
that of men treated with surgery
or radiation therapy. Their life
expectancy also is the same as
that of the general population.
Other research studies on watchful waiting are underway.
Your grandfather and other family members should discuss all treatment choices with the doctor before

making a decision. For more information on prostate cancer, call the
Cancer Information Service at 1800-4-CANCER.
C..

Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Mid-South Cancer Information
Service (CIS), which serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
The CIS is a program of the
National Cancer Institute. Call the
CIS toll-free at 1-800-4-CANCER
between 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
local time.

Christensen
graduates
Leah Christensen graduate cum
laude from the College of William
and Mary, Williamsburg, Va., on
May 14. The college is the second oldest university in the United States.
•
Christensen attended William
and Mary and as a James Monroe Scholar. She received a bachelor of arts degree in both psychology and English. She also
received department honors for
her thesis on the social psychology of decision making in relationships.
While attending William and
Mary, she was the business manager of the university newspaper,
The Flat Hat. She was also a
member of the Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority and a Young Life
leader.
Christensen, a 1996 graduate
of Murray High School, is the
daughter of Nancy Phillips and Tom
Christensen, both of Murray.
The recent graduate is currently residing i
hmond, Va.,
where sh
orks
legal assistant f the la
i
of Morris
and Morris.

Save on all
dress shirts and ties

20-50% off all sportcoats,
suits & dress slacks

Save on all J. Ferrar
menswear

Save on St John's Bay
menswear

Sale 24.99 Reg 29 50 Stafford* Execute wnride-

Sate 99.93 Reg $175 Stafford` single-

Sale 17.99 Reg $24 J Ferrare patterned

Sake 11.99 Reg 14 99 St John's Bay'

rayon shrt

CHAUNCY ROBERTS

Roberts honored
on birthday
Chauncy Austin Vaughn Roberts
celebrated his first birthday with
relatives and friends on March 5.
"Prmary Colors" was the theme
of the celebration.
Attending the party or sending
gifts were the following:
His parents, Shelia Copeland and
Willie Paul Roberts; his grandparents, Austin and Patti Copeland
and Nellie Clevenger; his greatgrandparents, Earl and Virginia
Vaughn, Oma Jackson, Faye Forbus of Benton, and Austin Copeland
of Mayfield; aunts, Opal Copeland
and Tina Taylor and Russell; his
great-uncle, James Jackson;
His friends - Heather Hopkins,
Madolyn, Amy and Jerme Rose,
Kaylee Vandenburgh and April
Webb, Jason Vandenburgh, Lacey
and Griffin Cavitt, Kristan and
Linda Ramsey, Abbi and Holly
Rushing, Andrea and Haley Tidwell, Kelly Hale, Wanda Thompson, Mark Carpenter, Ronald
Rogers family, Pat and Roger Gust,
Katie, Carolyn and Aaron Duggel, Russell Dandeneau family and
Darla Culver.

Solar/Crank Radio
No battenes required! Our exclusive solar/crank powered portable radio i great
gift for Dad. Also features flashlight and siren. Five sunsational colors. 39.99 value.

and take ten

3 DAYS ONLY
Thursday - Saturday, June 15-17

TAKE TEN!
Get a $10 Take Ten Card
for each $50 you spend!

Three Days Only!
Thursday-Saturday, June 15-17

SUBSCRIBE
Bridal
Registni

Ii

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to hare
LeAnne Deck
bride-elect of
Greg Lynch
join our
hridal registry.

'One (1) 'Take Ten" card ryill be issued for each $50 increment of a merchandise purchase, up to a maximum of three (31 cards Issued for a total merchandise purchase of $150 or more. Redemption of Take Ten
discount cards valid June 19-25. 2000 only. Cad mist be presented at time or purchase Limit one carl redeemed per total purchase $10 minimum merchandise Purchase Toured per card elbilejng taxes 40 charVe wel be Pen
canny be applied to phor purchases n6couni does no apply to Fled- Ticketed Clearance, Value Rot. Cosmetics lirld FRIVarICES, BO'fIVS CONeCtre COM 'dein,Derrtal0Q., FaSY SOO. tear Prone' manee• CiltalbOnteenel and
Outlet Stores, or to Services Grrt Cards, Prior Purchases, or in combination with any other otter Cash value 1 ,2091 of Coe re"t

!Cm
1104
Arquior once;
oftonng
shich may
Sisortcso ~No
9111% thowall GOMM Moo ohm** nolotl
Airy rant dougnoloa es a ulo middle
Value Rapt otorchottlos taschnottloo WW1

not IWO r@SUIVA .1) SCUM Win

"mry try *am cro JCPonney store to maw

Pied imports
Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851
_MI

Olt

,

isi4ti,tlibrovo,4,0

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a m -9 pm — Sunday 1 p m -6 p m
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fn. 9-8; Sat 9-6; Sun 1-5
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Susanna King and Marvin Wade McDaniel

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 2000

Courtney Lyons and Jerry Lowery

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher M. Vaughn

Foster and Vaughn
King, McDaniel Lyons, Lowery to
married May 19 exchange June vows wedding vows said
Susanna King, Paducah, and Marvin Wade McDaniel, Almo, were
married May 19, 2000 at 7 p.m.
A reception was held at the Harmony Landing Country Club.
The new Mrs. McDaniel is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
Michael King, Glenview. She is the founder of St. Nicholas Family
Free Clinic.
McDaniel is the son of Mr. and Mrs Marvin McDaniel, Almo.
The couple resides in Glenview.

I BELIEVE IN AMERICA
Sunday, July 2 • 5:00 & 7:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church, Murray, KY
—Free Tickets—

Joe Mahan Ford

Mr. Donny Lyons and Ms. Debbie Lyons of Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Courtney
Brook Lyons, to Jerry Dell Lowery, son of Ms. Cathy Wade Adams
of Water Valley, Ky., Mr. Bobby Adams of Kirksey, Ky., and the late
Mr. Lynn Everett Lowery of Bradford, Tenn.
Miss Lyons is the granddaughter of Mrs. Patricia Goodridge and
the late Mr. Robert Goodridge of Largo, Fla., and of Mr. and Mrs.
W.A. Lyons of Murray.
Mr. Lowery is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wade
of Water Valley, Ky., and the late Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Lowery of Bradford, Tenn.
The bride-elect, a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and is employed by Whitlow, Roberts, Houston & Straub law firm in Paducah, Ky.
The groom-elect, a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is employed by Four Rivers Technologies of Paducah, Ky.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 24, 2000, at 6 p.m. at the
bride's father's home, 596 Robertson Road South, Murray, Ky.
A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the ceremony and reception.

announce/A

Jeff
Taylor
has
joined their
team!
Jeff is very experienced in the automobile business. Stop by to talk with Jeff about your vehicle
needs!

Mon.-Fri 8-6; Sat. 8-5

Father's Day

c'!Emig
are available at
Readmore Gift & Card
• Cards
• Books
• Candies

Who Are The Role Models
in Your Child's Life?
ho says summertime has to be a waste of time for kids?
Not us! In fact, our classes have been specially designed
to keep children growing mentally and physically throughout
the entire summer.

DMO J<E
BOOK-S-CARD

44i

With These Great Gift Ideas
From our big, roomy
hammock to comfortable director's chairs,
Dad will have it made
in the shade for
Father's Day.
All this plus decorative
accessories for the
home or office.
Father's Day Is )
Sunday. June 18

1413 Olive Blvd.
(On MSU Campus)

(

Moll imports
University Plaza
12058 Chestnut St
753-1851

Closed Sur,,h,
June 18 r'r
Father's I'A‘

Mason James Dobbs

Skip and Wendy Dobbs of Murray are the parents of a son, Mason
James Dobbs, horn on Thursday, June I, 2000, at Jackson Purchase
Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed eight pounds 10 ounces and measured 21 inches. Two other children are Kaleigh, 11, and Jacob, 3.
Grandparents are Betty Jo Dobbs of Baldwyn, Miss., and John and
Judie Jacobson of Butte, Mont.

(MIA P

It)

rpm Day
cotN4 auFFEIT
Serving Szechuan, Hunan & Mandarin Cuisine

3ather's Day Special
Offer Good June 14 thru 18th

25% OFF Buffet With Coupon
Only
Fa Dessert, tlad & lee Cream
Fresh Buffet, Fresh

OPEN DAILY Mon.-Thur.: 111:30 a.m..10:00 p.m.
& sio. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

REMEMBER glt

753-6111

Anna Elizabeth Carter
Jason Carter and Dr. Tina Carter of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Anna Elizabeth Carter, born on Thursday. June I, 2000, at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. A brother is Wade, 4.
Grandparents are Glen and Judy Carter of Union City, Tenn., and
the late Elizabeth Taylor. Great-grandparents are B.W. and Elsie Harris and Pat and Thelma Patrick, all of Union City.

600 North 12th Street(Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY •(270) 753-8916

•

Now isn't that a productive way for your child to spend the
summer? Learning martial arts, and developing an edge in
life. Cali now!

BIRTHS

ALL YOV CAN
EATDMET

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY

W

Our program will teach your child important skills such as goal setting, persistency,
self-discipline, and how to focus. Plus,
they'll learn life-saving self-defense techniques from our team of expert instructors
that really know how to make.their classes fun.

• Harley Davidson Gifts
• Albums
• Sense of Nature Gifts

We will be temporarily closing on
Monday, June 19 to move
to our new location.
Watch the Ledgerfor our
Grand Re-Opening Celebration!

Joe Mahan Ford, Inc.
211 Memorial Drive • Paris, TN • 901-642-4711

4111

Marquette D. Foster of Murray and Christopher M. Vaughn of Tallahassee, Fla., were married Tuesday, Jan. II, 2000, in Fayetteville,
Ark.
They are both graduates of Murray State University,
The new Mrs. Foster is employed as a real estate loan assistant
with Arvest McIlroy Bank & Trust.
Mr. Foster is the outside linebackers coach with the University of
Arkansas.
The couple is now residing in Fayetteville, Ark.
A reception for the couple will be Saturday. June 24, at 7 p.m. at
the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. All relatives and
friends are invited.
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VACATION BIBLE
SCHOOL
join us for a
once-hi-a-lifetime votiasel
The Fantastic Good News Ocean
OdysseyTM
Diving into the Depths of God's
Faithfulness
Take the plunge into adventure-filled
Bible stories!
. Create wonderful ocean crafts!
Explore unique missions reefs!
Experience extraordinary Ocean
Odyssey music!
We'll embark on our ocean voyage:

June 19-23•6:30•9:30 p.m.

Hazel Baptist Church
301 Gilbert St., Hazel, KY
For more Information, call Tim Cole - Pastor
270-492-8664
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Calloway students to intern at KDA
Four Calloway County students
have been selected as interns for
the Kentucky Department of Agri:
culture this summer.
They are:
• Doug McClure, a Murray State
University agriculture business student. He is the son of Keith and
Marie McClure of Morganfield and
is working in the Division of Horticulture and Aquaculture;

• Surya Halim, a Murray State
student currently working on a
second master in telecommunications systems management. He is
working in the Division of Hornculture and Aquaculture;
• Amy Brasher, a Murray State
animal science student. She is the
daughter of Dale and Brenda Brasher of Smithland and is working
in the Division of Animal Health;

SERVICE NEWS
Navy Lt. Raymond D. Stiff, visible deterrent to would-be
son of Della S. and Paul D. Stiff, aggressors and are equipped with
Mayfield, is halfway through a the most versatile and powerful
six-month deployment to the weapons and aircraft available.
Stiff, a 1989 graduate of MayMediterranean Sea and Arabian
Gulf while assigned to the aircraft field High School,joined the Navy
carrier USS Dwight D. Eisenhower, in May 1994.
home ported in Norfolk, Va.
During the first half of the
Marine Corps Cpl. Lawrence
way (July 18-20, July 25-27).
deployment, Stiff's ship participated C. Eakels, son of Shirley A. DunRegistration is still available for in multi-national exercises lnvitex can, Murray, recently was proall four of these sessions. For and Juniper Stallion. These exer- moted to his current rank while
more information, call (270) 762- cised focused on developing friend- serving with Headquarters and Sup3383 or 1-800-303-3047.
ship, trust and teamwork between port Battalion, Marine Corps Base,
The National Scouting Muse- coalition nations and increased their Camp Lejeune, N.C.
um is open Tuesday - Saturday, 9 combined military readiness for
Eakels was promoted based on
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
contingency operations.
sustained superior job performance
Stiff visited several ports of and proficiency in his designated
call including cities in Croatia, specialty.
Greece, Israel, Italy and Turkey.
Eakels, a 1997 graduate of MurThe crew also had the opportuni- ray High School,joined the Marine
ty to shop, sightsee and enjoy the Corps in August 1997.
culture and cuisine in each port.
During these visits sailors particworld fusion music, fronting an ipated in community relations projAmerican licart /gip
eclectic blend of chamber, Celtic, ects.
Asmaiiiit
Carriers like USS Dwight D.
jazz and other music forms.
The all-star cast for "Celtic Sol- Eisenhower are deployed around the
stice" includes Paul Winter on world to maintain U.S. presence and
soprano saxophone, Irish singer provide rapid response in times
of crisis. They serve as a highly
Karan Casey, Armenian percussionist Arto Tuncbovaciyan playing the duduk and zurna, Uilleann
piper Jerry O'Sullivan,Zan McLeod
on guitar and bouzouki, Dorothy
Papadakos, St. John the Divine
Cathedral's organist on pipe organ
If you are a NEWCOMER to
and many others. The host is John
Murray/Calloway County
Diliberto of Public Radio InternaCall
KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
tional's "Echoes."
753-3079
WKMS is the 100,000-watt
National Public Radio member staCOMMUNITY
tion licensed to Murray State University.
GREETING SERVICE
WKMS provides NPR news and
FORA
a variety of music at 91.3 FM
SPECIAL WELCOME
over a 27- county area with translators 92.1 in Paducah and 99.5
Ite have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
- in Paris, Tenn. Call 1-800-5994737 for information and to get a
50 years!
listener guide.

Nature Quest participants build a safe campfire.

lucky Agriculture Commissioner
Billy Ray Smith. "This is our third
year with this program and we
have been very impressed with the
young people we have employed

ticulture and Aquaculture.
The internship program is intended to help agriculture students gain
a better understanding of the way
the Department of Agriculture

as interns thus far."
Through their internships this
summer, students will develop a
greater understanding of public
service to agriculture as it relates

works and the agricultural industry as a whole. Students will obtain
valuable experience that will help
them in their personal and professional development.
"The
internship
program
involves students from across the

to divisional responsibility, said
Harold Nally, director of the Division of Personnel and Staff Development, who spearheads the program. Seventeen interns were
'selected from many applicants.
Students must have a 2.5 GPA.
60 college credit hours attained.
submit an essay, and go through

state and helps them become more
aware of how important agriculture is and that it touches every
aspect of our lives," said Ken-

Scouting Museum will
host annual workshops
The National Scouting Museum is sponsoring its annual Summer Youth Workshops for area
youth entering grades one through
six.
Themed sessions include Critter Corral (June 27-29, July 1113) and Gallivanting in the Gate-

• Lisa Ragan, a Murray State
agriculture business student. She
is the daughter of Jim and Loretta Ragan of Bowling Green and
is working in the Division of Hor-

an interview before being selected, Nally said.

WKMS welcomes summer
with 'Celtic Solstice' show
WKMS 91.3 welcomes the coming of summer %kith a special twohour program titled "Celtic Solstice:
The Paul Winter Celtic Summer
Celebration" "June 20 at 9 p.m.
"Celtic Solstice" was recorded
in 1999 during-a pre-Solstice dawn
concert in New York City's Cathedral of St. John the Divine.
For over 30 years, Paul Winter has been at the forefront of
contemporary instrumental and

1.4,,g Heart pls.,.

JOIN THE FIRM.
cnergv

GREETINGS

"Feeling the Rush" may be great for some, but it's
not what your appliances and electronics need.
Electrical surges created by lightning, accidents, or switching of heavy
equipment may be damaging or even destroying yoursensitive equipment. Our surge protection program is designed to stop surges. A low
monthly fee covers a safety ground check and major appliance protection. Additional equipment can be completely protected with plugins offered as an optional part of the program.
CALL TODAY TO STOP THE SURGE
BEFORE IT DAMAGES YOUR VALUABLES!
West Kentucky RECC (270) 247-1321 Toll-free 1-877-4WKRECC

co TRUCKLOADS OF SURPLUS QUALITY BUILDING MATERIALS • DISCOUNT HOME CENTER
¢
ILI
1

Murray resident Cherie Jensen
has received an associate of
applied science in nursing
degree from the Southeast
Missouri Hospital College of
Nursing and Health Sciences.
Degrees were conferred on
12 graduates during ceremonies held May 20 in Cape
Girardeau.
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gifts from
around
the world

*Citattreitt
Aurora, KY
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials
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Open every evening::

PADA

call 474-2773

m Jscular Dystrophy Associatir1-800-572-1717 • www.mdausa org
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Wax Tiles
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reservation hotline
1-800-474-2770

Six Panel - $79.99
9-Lite - $109.99
Fanlite - $119.99
15-Lite - $124.99
French - $269.99
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Uncle Sam,the Freedom Fest mascot, is back this year
with another great chance to win a FREE trip to Cancun,
Mexico, courtesy of Far Lands Travel.
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Economy
Studs
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Showers
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25% Off
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Example:
18x19 Finished oak row
Reg $9900

75.00

Windows All $49.00 Ea.
Twins All $98.00 Ea.• Triples $147.00
Single
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3 Tab Unwrapped - $8.99 sq.
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Don't come early, don't come late!!
Much, Much More - Too
Sale Is June 15, 18 & 17th., Three days only, open 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Bring your trailer, this is a one time deal! Don't miss this fantastic sale!!!
Much To List!!!
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Kitchen
Cabinets

(Some as low
as $21.00)
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Enjoy 24 events designed for affordable family fun. For a
FREE Events Guide or for more information, call Freedom
Fest Headquarters at(270) 759-2199, 1-800-715-5004, or
send questions or comments to murtour@apex.net.
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Wallpaper & Border - HALF PRICE

Tilt
Toilets
$48.00
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Everu evening mid-June -- mid-Aug
closed M & T in Spring & Fall
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3 Days Only - June 15,16 & 17th
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Open at Spm

Help us fight amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, better known
as Lou Gehrig's disease.

3-DAY CUSTOMER APPRECIATION SALE

Located Adjacent to Trees
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Portable Buildings, Inc., across from Pizza Hut

Hwy. 641 North • Benton, KY•(270)527-5660
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SCORE WITH THE SPORT NEWS

Woods follows Nicklaus
heading into U.S. Open

GREAT GIFT
IDEAS FOR DAD!

New
Blower features Quad Powerru engine and
round nozzle Easily converts to vacuum

tan)

Trimmer features Quad Powerim engine.
upright fuel tank. and a lightweighttalanced
design.

$149"

New

1

4311'

'199"

MURRAY HOME II AUTO I
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571
Chestnut St_ • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
www.stihlusa.com
MO

....

57-111E..1

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Safety Marcus Robertson says the
Tennessee Titans must seize the
day.
"This is our opportunity,"
Robertson said of the upcoming season and the chance to return to
the Super Bowl.
"This is what we've been trying to get since I've been here.
We've got the team capable of going
back,so it's important to keep things
intact and build on it."
The Tennessee Titans certainly
have been doing that.
Their latest move came Tuesday when they announced they
had agreed to a three-year con-

YOU ASISED
FOR IT

tract extension with coach Jeff
Fisher, who led them to the franchise's first Super Bowl appearance in 40 years
The extension,
which
would take him
through the 2003
season, still must
be signed before
Fisher leaves on
Thursday
for
vacation. But the
Titans removed
FISHER
the possibility of
negotiations hanging over the team
this season by reaching an agreement before Thursday's deadline.
The Titans never doubted Fisher would be back.
"He's the leader," running back
Eddie George said. "He brought
us from the bottom right to the
top."
But left tackle Brad Hopkins

(2701713-4703 310SOUTH 4Th MM.NUM"
KY
HomE•RENTERS•AUTO •FARM•MOBILE HOME•
LONG TERM
•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES• BUSINESS• DISABI
LITY.CACERFL AN

BASEBALL STATISTICAL LEADERS

MAJOR

LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Helton, Colorado, .392; Vidro,
Montreal, .372; Piazza. New York. .364;
VGuerrero. Montreal. .362; Edmonds, St.
Louis, .350; Owens, San Diego, .347; Goodwin, Colorado, .345.
HOME RUNS-Bonds. San Francisco, 25:
McGwire, St. Louis, 23; SFinley, Arizona,
20; VGuerrero, Montreal, 19; Giles, Pittsburgh, 19; SSosa, Chicago. 19; 5 are tied
with 18.
RBI-Giles. Pittsburgh, 60; Kent, San Francisco, 60; SSosa, Chicago, 58; Helton, Colorado, 57; Karros, Los Angeles, 56; VGuerrero. Montreal, 55; SFinley, Arizona. 54. PITCHING (8 Decisions)-RDJohnson, Arizona. 10-1, 1.42; Graves, Cincinnati. 8-1,
2.05; GMaddux, Atlanta, 8-1, 2.89; ALeiter,
New York. 7-1, 3.18; Stephenson, St. Louis,
8-2. 4.15; Gtavine, Atlanta, 7-2, 3.64; Kilo,
St. Louis, 10-3, 4.39.
SAVES-Alfonseca, Florida, 19; Benitez, New
York, 15; Hoffman, San Diego. 14; Aguilera. Chicago. 13; JJimenez, Colorado, 11;
Veres, St. Louis. 11; Shaw. Los Angeles,
11.

0

DAYS ONLY!

Bacardi
Rum

7-Sierra Nevada-Ale

17.97

1 75 L

Janice
Asbridge

Jim
Suiter

Randy
Smith

9
Tripp
Purdom

New Orleans
"Dixie" Beer

(
75,13.99)
rAbSOltit

Selection of
Pre-Owneel
& Prourain
Vehicles!

Vodka

HOotch
Flavored Brew

6fAire
411

1-Warsteiner

$5.77/

$28.9
}
6
6F'•
Captain Morgan
('-Dinkel Acts Mini
Spiced Rum
Barrel WITap

19.99

(270) 753-5315 CALL US TODAY (800)455-5315

(Z)

'4.99

s20.73
Silver sel 8.66

WORLD

•.,18.64

1„,s12.99}

Cook's
Champagnes
1 5L

1,98

I
B-urnett's
Vodka
11.99
.
1
Raw SIMI
Vodka Cocktails
4p,

$7,99

K rt hi Lia

1619
Petes
1 Honey

18.98

Gordon-\ (- Blackened
Vodka
Voodoo

BRANDON

9,61

Gold

Tangeray
Gin

1 75 L $16.99

Cooks
Champagnes

1.75 L

C

Cruzan
C
Flavored Rum

Newcastle
Brown Ale

Sauza Fequila

12,93
., Smimoff
Vodka
1 75L 17.99

barge

1Q.58

15.77}

/9.98

I Castillo
Rums
\....1
.75L

Karen Rice Hickman

McEwens
Export

• 7,67

Beefeater
Gin

:0 OVER INVOICE
;'Excludes all Cadillac models.

remembers the distraction caused
by the firing of Jack Pardee in
1994 when the team was still the
Houston Oilers. Knowing that Fisher will be back removes any worries of where coaches and players will work next year.
Plus, Fisher is a huge part of
the Titans' success, he said.
"We need him as much as we
need Steve (McNair) or Eddie or
Bruce (Matthews) or Jevon
(Kearse)," Hopkins said.
The Titans still have to sign
all their draft choices before rookies report for training camp July
19, and team officials want to sign
George to his own contract extension before he begins the final
year on his current deal.
Fisher, who will be among the
highest-paid coaches in the NFL
with his new deal, said the Titans
are heading in the right direction.
"We'll be very competitive and

Your Choice of Any $6.00 or Up
750 ml Wines
Get At Case Price!

June 14 thru June 24

Gar
Key

PANS 111,10041/ INSURAMCII

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs.*

IT'S TIME TO WINE & DINE AT WESTWOOD WINES

Back By Popular Demand

Bill
Blackburn

Stuart Alexander

"Poor Tiger. I mean, the first
time he wins a tournament, 'OK,
Tiger, only 19 more to go,- Nicklaus said. "Poor kid has that sitting in front of him every day."
Woods, of course, is favored
to win his first Open. and it would
be fitting if it came at Pebble
Beach. He's on a run reminiscent
of Nicklaus at his best, winning
won 11 of his last 20 tour events,
including Nicklaus' Memorial two
weeks ago.
The seaside links is not only
the course where Nicklaus says
he would play if he only had one
rouna of golf left, but is also a
favorite of Woods. Tiger first played
here as a 13-year-old.
An Open win would give Woods
three major titles in his first four
years as a pro, just one shy of
the four Nicklaus held after four
years on the PGA Tour.
Nicklaus might not be aware
of it, but Woods certainly is. Woods
used to keep a list on his bedroom wall of Nicklaus' accomplishments, and he knows where
he stands.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING-Erstad, Anaheim, 380.
'Rodriguez, Texas. 378. EMartinez. Seattle. 374;
MJSweeney. Kansas City, 355, CDelgad
o,
Toronto, 349, Lawton, Minnesota,
346,
ARodriguez. Seattle, 342
HOME RUNS-CDelgado. Toronto, 24, CEverett, Boston. 21, Rodriguez. Texas,
21;
JaGiambi Oakland, 19. MVaughn, Anaheim.
19; EMartinez Seattle, 19. 3 are tied with
18.
RBI-EMartinez, Seattle, 68, MJSweeney,
Kansas City, 63; CDeigado. Toronto. 63.
JaGiambi, Oakland, 61. CEveren, Boston,
60; ARodriguez, Seattle, 57. IRodriguez,
Texas, 55.
PITCHING (8 Decisions)-Baldwin, Chicago, 9-1, 3.28; Burba. Cleveland, 7-1. 498,
DWells, Toronto. 10-2, 3.48, PMartinez..
Boston, 9-2, 0.95; Selo. Seattle. 7-2. 383,
Eldred, Chicago. 7-2, 4.19.
SAVES-TBJones, Detroit, 18; Isringhausen,
Oakland, 16: Percival. Anaheim, 16, Wetteland, Texas, 16; Foulke, Chicago,
15;
DLowe, Boston, 15; MFlivera, New York,
14; Kersey, Cleveland, 14.

Titans' coach signs extension

Shedder vac features Quad PowerTM
engine, and 2-year consumer
warranty. Easily converts to blower.

NM

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP)
- Jack Nicklaus doesn't hear the
footsteps, even as he prepares for
what is likely his last U.S. Open
on a course that has loved him
almost as much as he loves it.
Nicklaus has never been much
at looking back and reflecting on
his time in the game. And he's
not about to start peeking over
his shoulder and wondering whether
Tiger Woods can someday threaten his record of 18 major championships.
"Do I keep track of his vs.
mine?" Nicklaus asked. "No."
Arguably the greatest golfer in
modern history, Nicklaus helped
cement his stature with a win at
Pebble Beach in the 1961 U.S. Amateur and another in the 1972 U.S.
Open.
If Woods is to eventually pass
Nicklaus, he might find Pebble
Beach just as inviting to his chances
of winning his first Open and his
third major championship.
Not that Nicklaus, playing in
his 44th Open, will be standing
by, keeping count.

Malibu
Coconut Rum
75L21.99

Doc Otis
Hard Lemon
irk 16$84

Bombay)
Gin
1 75 L

133,95

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE OR MIXED CASE

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69• Paris. TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m.Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

good for the next few years," he
said. "The high point is when we
win the Super Bowl and the championship. That's really what I'm
here for."
Terms of Fisher's deal were not
disclosed, and Fisher said his pay
is between himself and Adams.
He is expected to be paid a
salary that puts him in the same
class as Pittsburgh coach Bill
Cowher, Jacksonville coach Tom
Coughlin and Carolina coach
George Seifert. Each earns between
$2.2 and $2.5 million a season.
Seattle coach Mike Holmgren
is believed to be the league's highest paid coach at $4 million a
year. He also serves as the Seahawks' director of football operations.
Fisher, 42, will receive more
responsibility starting this fall but
his added duties have not yet been
announced.

Erving's son
still missing
after 16 days
SANFORD, Fla. (AP)- What
was supposed to be a 20-minute
trip to a Lake Mary shopping mall
on Memorial Day weekend has
turned into the 2 1/2 week disappearance of NBA great Julius
Erving's 19-year-old son.
Since that errand to buy bread
for a family cookout on May 28,
there has been no word or clues
to the whereabouts or fate of Cory
Marvin Erving.
Before the disappearance, Erving's easygoing younger son was
working to put teen drug use
behind him and earn his high school
equivalency after years of dealing
with a learning disability.
Despite fielding more than 60
tips, according to Wednesday's
Philadelphia Daily News, on the
hot line set up specifically for
this missing persons case,the Seminole County Sheriff's Office reported no major developments as of
late Tuesday.
That was hours after Julius Erv- •
ing, executive vice president of
the Orlando Magic, appeared in a
nationally televised news conference with his wife and their three
other adult children. Erving asked
for help in finding - and safely returning - his son.
"I'm begging, wishing, hoping
and I'm praying," said the Hall
of Famer and former NBA MVP.
Erving openly discussed his
son's learning disability and his
drug problems that date back to
when Cory was 14.
"Since eighth grade he has
in special classes to deal with e
disability ... it's a mild form
dyslexia," Erving noted, describing a very close family in shock
and pain over the disappearance.
"There has never been one time
when there has ever been a lack
of communication in our family.
... For Cory to be out of the circle brings about great concern."
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Red Sox,
White Sox
beat rivals
By The Associated Press
The Boston Red Sox tightened
up the AL East race, while the
Chicago White Sox have opened
up some room in the Central.
On a night when the top two
teams in the East and Central
squared off, Boston beat the New
York Yankees 5-3 Tuesday to move
into a virtual tie in the East.
Chicago beat the Cleveland Indians 4-3 in 10 innings to take a
four-game lead in the Central.
Ray Durham
hojnered in the
-top- of-the --teth
and the White
Sox survived a
scary
bottom
half as they
opened
their
largest lead in
division
the
since May 28.
DURHAM
1994, when they
also led by four.
"We have a sense of how to
win," White Sox manager Jerry
Manuel said. "Now the game itself
is more important than individual
numbers. The focus is on winning."
At Yankee Stadiam, Jason
Varitek homered into the upper deck
off Orlando Hernandez (6-5) and
four Red Sox relievers allowed
one hit in 6 2-3 scoreless innings.
In other games, it was Detroit
16, Toronto 3; Anaheim 5, Tampa
Bay 3; Baltimore 3, Texas 2; Seattle 7, Kansas City 0; and Oakland 6, Minnesota 5.
With one out in the 10th.
Durham hit a 1-0 pitch from Justin
Speier (0-1) for his 11th homer
and third in three games.
Bill Simas (1-1) got two outs
for the win and Bob Howry got
three outs for his second save.
An error by Durham helped
the Indians, who stranded 10 runners, put the tying run at second
in the 10th. But Howry got pinchhitter Russell Branyan to hit into
a game-ending double play.
It was the second straight night
the Indians hit into a game-ending double play with the potential winning run on.
"Right now,they have the advantage," Cleveland shortstop Omar
Vizquel said."We are the ones chasing them. It's about time we open
our eyes and look in the mirror."
Carl Everett delivered a triple.
double and single as the Red Sox
won for the eighth time in their
last nine regular-season games
against New York.
Boston starter Brian Rose lasted only 2 1-3 innings, and left
with the bases loaded and the
score tied at 3.
Reliever Hipolito Pichardo (10) got Shane Spencer to ground
into a double play, and the Yankees never got a runner past second base the rest of the way

FSU kicker
Janikowski
acquitted
IALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
With his legal troubles over, AllAmerica
kicker
Sebastian
Janikowski is headed west to begin
his professional career with the
Oakland Raiders.
A six-person jury needed only
50 minutes Tuesday to acquit
Janikowski. He was charged with
offering a Tallahassee policeman
$300 to release his roommate after
an argument with a bouncer who
wouldn't let him into a local nightclub.
"You've just got to be careful," said Janikowski, 22, who
immediately left the courthouse
with his father Henryk for a stop
at his attorney's office, and then
home to pack for an early morning flight.
"I haven't been to California
much," the former Florida State
kicker said. "I don't know how
it is out there."
Janikowski, the first kicker in
21 years to be taken in the first
round of the NFL draft, was scheduled to begin four days of workouts Wednesday with the Raiders.
"He can move on now with
" .nikowski's agent,
Soo esday. "I think
. a very valuable lesghout this whole matter."
Janikowski faced up to five years
in prison, a $5,000 fine and possible deportation if convicted.
The prosecution's lead witness.
former Tallahassee police officer
Chris Knight, said Janikowski tried
to bribe him Jan. 23 with three
$100 bills outside an all-night
downtown club.
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Super Savings In Every Aisle
New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-8:00

Prices Good
June 14 thru
June 20

7tost good 90th

good 900d

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors
We DoCustom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

AINAWAIMITS' • AINIEItlIT'S' • AlIVIMAIMIT'S
U.S. Cholce 3one ess Top

Owen's Best Family Pk,

Round Roast
Pork
99
1
Cutlets

Ground Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg

99!.

Sausage

Lb

$ 1 99

$ 1 99

Lb

U.S.D.A.

T-Bone Steak
99
Spaghetti

$3

Sauce

Lb.

Porter House
Steak $4 19 Lb

2P3
Kentucky Farms

1% Milk
go

$

2 Liter

89

Assorted Quaker

99'

4 Roll

Life, Ginn. Life, Toasted Oatmeal or Oat Squares

/ Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

$329

32 oz,

Sausage

Lb Bog

2/

Apple Juice

00c
7.5 Oz.

Surf Reg. or w/Bleach Liquid

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
$ 1 99
77 Diet Mt. Dew, Dr, Pepper 16 oz. 6 pk. I

$199

ErD,,-,

Paper Towels

100 oz

,old 16

ACIPAIWAL411

Cheese
Motts Original or Natural

100
$J

1/2 gal,

5 oz

39
I

Single Rot

89'

Dixie Crystal

Sugar

5 Lio

$1
I

79

ArmMEC.11211rWIE

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Smoked

Field
American

Baked Ham
$429

Turkey Breast
$589

Cheese
$389

L

Limit 6 With $10 Additional Purchase

Armour Asstd. Variety

99' Lunch Buckets
nt
29 99' Deterge
2/s100 PartyczCups

99'

Borden's American

Charcoal

OZ.

Armour Reg. or Lite

14.7 oz.

$399

$259 Plates

Prairie Farms

Peaches

Salmon

0
99

Solo 10" Compartment

Hellman's Reg., Lite & L Fat

Best Yet Halves or Slices

Prelate Pink

Match Light

Mayonnaise

2/$400

64 oz

Bath Tissue

00
2/$5

Skim Milk

Orange Juice

Cottonelle

Cereals
13,5-16 oz,

Minute Maid Premium

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Lh

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Owen's Best
Baked or BBQ

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Chicken
$21 9

Beans
$ 1 39

Beef
$329
•

Golden Ripe

Bananas

3H 89'
3 Lb. Bag
Wash. State Red De,

Apples

2/s3

Red or White
Seedless

Grapes
$ 1 39

8 oz

Mushrooms
2P3

Dole 1 Lb

Salad Mix
$1

19

10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Potatoes
$169
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Rocker to
rejoin roster
in Atlanta
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — His rock star run at
Richmond is over. As John Rocker prepares to rejoin
the Atlanta Braves in Pittsburgh, even he can't help
but wonder how he'll be received by the same teammates who were thrilled to see him go.
Rocker was called up by the Braves on Tuesday
night. apparently to replace Rudy Seanez on the roster after the reliever felt tightness in his right arm.
"I don't know if it was because Rudy got hurt,"
Richmond pitching coach Mike Alvarez said after
announcing the recall. "They didn't give us details."
The call-up comes just eight days 'after the Braves
assigned the struggling left-handed closer to Richmond, ostensibly to work on his command, but most
certainly also because his teammates had seen enough
'of his erratic behavior.
News of the recall also followed Rocker's third,
and least impressive, outing for the Triple-A Braves.
He allowed two hits and a run in an inning against
Toledo and failed to strike out a batter after whiffing six in two prior innings.
Rocker did not speak with reporters after the
game, spending more than an hour in the clubhouse
while stadium security worked to clear reporters from
the tunnel outside the Braves' locker room. When
he emerged, he sped off with a female companion.
But Alvarez said Rocker earned the return trip to
the big leagues with his pitching, and that he thanked
the Braves for helping him during his 6-day stay.
"I don't think anybody likes to be sent down, ...
certainly not from the major leagues to Triple-A,"
Alvarez said.
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MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

HERE'S THE PLAN...Calloway County Lady Laker head coach Scott
Sivills gives out instructions to two of his players during a scrimmage in the Murray High Lady Tiger basketball camp.

Aldermen say NBA arena possible
LOUISVILLE (AP) — One day after Jefferson County officials backed out of a financing plan for an NBA arena, a group of aldermen signed a memo expressing confidence
that the city could build such an arena on its
own.
Seven of the city's 12 aldermen signed a
one-page memo to Mayor Dave Armstrong. on
Tuesday which suggests that the city could
foot the bill for the proposed $180 million

arena,
it could recoup some of the cost
through state tax credits and corporate naming rights.
"We believe the city is in a position to
issue bonds for the project," said the memo.
On Monday, Jefferson County Judge-Executive Rebecca Jackson said she didn't think
the county/ :could hold up its end of a proposed financing plan under which the city,
minty and state would each issue up to $30

Pacers feel
momentum

million in bonds to cover a portion of an
arena's cost.
Armstrong spokesman Tim Culver said Tuesday that the mayor does not believe the aldermens' alternative plan could work, either.
"The mayor has said from the beginning
that the city cannot do this alone," said Culver.
The aldermen who did not sign the onepage memo also expressed doubt.

still have the big guy in the mid-

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Sam
Perkins has been around long
enough to know when the wind
is shifting. Midway through the
NBA Finals, he thinks the breeze
is at the Indiana Pacers' backs.
"In the playoffs, momentum is
everything," the 15-year veteran
said. "Hopefully, we're starting to
feel that momentum. We're like a
race car. We're speeding up."
Fresh off a 100-91 victory over
the Los Angeles Lakers in Game
3 on Sunday, Indiana can tie the
best-of-seven series with a victory in Game 4 tonight at Conseco
Fieldhouse.
While the refreshed,relaxed Pacers are talking like they have all
the answers, the Lakers are struggling with several unpleasant questions.
Will Glen Rice get benched again
by coach Phil Jackson, further
infuriating Los Angeles' third-leading scorer?
Will Kobe Bryant's sprained
left ankle prevent him from playing at full speed?
Will O'Neal continue to brick
nearly two of every three free
throws he attempts?
And even if all three of those
fears are realized, will that be
enough to stop the Lakers from
taking a commanding 3-1 lead in
the series?
"This team has dealt with a lot
of distractions this year," forward
Robert Horry said. "The stuff that's
going on now is just more of the
same. We're not worried. We still
have Phil on the bench, and we

None of these distractions faze
the Pacers, who have recovered a
wealth of confidence after two
losses in Los Angeles last week.
While speaking to reporters on
Tuesday, Jalen Rose repeatedly used
phrases like "When we tie the
series" and "When it's 2-2."
Wait a second, Jalen. Don't you
mean "if" the Pacers win Game.
4?
"It's when," Rose said.
"I've been waiting for the opportunity to play for a championship
in the NBA since I was in middle school. Now
that we've got
that
chance,
we're not just
going to let itgo."
The Pacers
want to seize
that opportunity
by putting extra
pressure
on
Bryant,
BRYANT
who
planned to play
after missing all but 7 1/2 minutes of the last two games. Los
Angeles' star guard was walking
easily on his sprained ankle.
While Bryant's ankle likely is
strong enough for him to play and
contribute on offense, he could be
limited in his defensive movement.
"I just have to focus on more
angles and position as opposed to
using my athleticism most of the
time," Bryant said.
"I'll probably be limited when
I come back. So what? I've just
got to find a way to get around
it. We've dealt with adversity all
season long. We'll deal with it
again."

POTTERY - CONCRETE PLANTER - PATIO STONE

CLOSEOUT
SALE!

311116/0
OFF!

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LISTEN UPI...Murray State assistant baseball coach Bart Osborn
e (left) and 'Breds' junior pitcher John David Poynor (right) talk to their group before
a drill in Tuesday's
camp session. The MSU camp was scheduled to end today at Reagan
Field.

'..r.1111.111114114

Raptors fire Carter
Clay Pots

Patio
Stones

All Sizes
In Stock!

Bird Baths
All In Stock!

All Sizes & Colors
In Stock!

All Concrete Planters &
Lawn Ornaments!
firs
8
p m.
Sun. 12-6 p.m

Coastt0e0aSt0 r7-7.
641 N.• Central Center • Murray, KY

TORONTO (AP) — It wasn't
wins and losses that got Butch
Carter fired. It was just time for
him to go.
"I did not want out of Toronto, all right? I wanted out of a
bad situation," Carter said Tuesday after his dismissal as Raptors
coach. "I think I've given this city
and Raptor fans a lot to be proud
of."
General manager Glen Grunwald praised Carter for his work
in turning around the team. but
said the coach was paying the
price for the cloud of controversy that swirled around the team
in recent months.
"In my perception of the things
that have gone on, it would have
been hest for everybody involved
that something changed," Carter

said. "What it boiled down to is
that they were willing Itzt stand
behind me, but that would not
have been in the best interest of
everything we've accumulated
here."
There was no immediate word
on Carter's successor.
Carter made comments and
actions that led to criticism from
the team's veterans and perhaps
will cost the club a chance to resign young forward Tracy McCrady.
Grunwald put an end to the
distraction that Carter had become,
saying there was no other alternative.
"We have a great team, we
have some great guys in our locker room." he said. "We have great
ownership. We play in a great
arena before some magnificent fans.

Our future is very bright.
"But I think we've lost track
of that story a little bit in some
of these off-the-court things and I
think we need to refocus upon
that and keep improving."
Carter, who seemed relieved at
his afternoon news conference, led
the Raptors to their first postseason berth. He was rewarded in
December with a contract extension through the 2002-03 season.
Team president Richard Peddie
declined to discuss details of the
settlement.
Caner, who called his coaching style "workaholic," was obviously not happy at the way some
team beefs were aired outside the
locker room and in the media But
he made plenty of news himself.
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VISA, s
FOODSTA

kh.,DISCOVER
IC ACCEPTEI

Prices Good
Wed., June 14

623 South 4th St. • Murray
270-759-1 44• Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m 7 p.m.

"1 kist
"
rilff ITILS
H"'"' In
LeilTQU

thru
Tues.,Juno 20

LOW LOW PRICES
Chicken of the Sea
WATERFIELD SCHOLARS...Several students have been awarded the Harry Lee Waterfield
Governmental Studies Scholarship for the 2000-01 academic year at Murray State University in Murray. Harry Lee Waterfield II (far right) announced the winners of the scholarships given in memory of his father at the annual Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture in Public Affairs. The scholarships are awarded to students majoring in political science and criminal justice. Receiving political science awards were Daniel Ballard of Owensboro, Brent Dolen of Louisville, Kelly Hope of Greenville and Cheri Riedel of Murray. Criminal justice award recipients include Bethany Leonard of Boaz; George Spencer of Crossville.
III.; Carrie Ovey of Eddyville; and Dennis Thomas of Murray. Receiving an award for study
toward the master of public administration degree is Tori Hindman of Murray.

4 ••••

Ii

Tuna

.
:•

IHlkII

39

6oz. Can

Limit 4
Please

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

Purity Dairy Belle 2% Milk

Mascots at
county fair
The Kentucky State Fair Fairbears are in Murray for the Murray-Calloway County Fair.
They are the mascots of the
Kentucky State Fair and will be
giving away free hugs and information about the State Fair.
The 2000 Kentucky State Fair
is Aug. 17-27 at the Kentucky
Fair & Exposition Center in
Louisville.
The Fairbears will return from
their statewide tour of over 90
scheduled appearances for the State
Fair where they can be found at
the Fairbears Fun Club located in
the South Wing Kidz Biz area.
For more information, look on
the Internet at www.kyfairexpo.org
or call the State Fair hotline at
(502) 367-5002.

"I can steer
you toward
a better
in car
value
S
nsurance."

12 Pk. 12 oz. Can

Gal. $2
•119

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Spaghetti & Meatballs

Cousin Willie Microwave Popcorn
3 Pk. Box
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

2.99

97°

15 oz. Can BBC

COUPON

COUPON

Reese's

Nunn Better

Peanut Butter

Corn Mea
Lb.
Bag

18 oz
Jar

5

Limit One With Coupon And $20 Additional Purchase

Limit One With Coupon And $20 Additional Purchase
a

S.

S.

GET BOTH COUPONS WITH ONLY A $20 PURCHASE

Bush's Showboat Pork & Beans
Likc a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
wwvv.statefarm.com
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (not in NJ) .
State Farm Indemnity Company (NJ)• Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

15 oz. Can

4

For $11.00

Red Gold Ketchup
28 oz. Bottle

TTB

88*

Hefty Foam Plates
50 Ct. Pkg.

$1•19

Sunny Delight
64 oz. Bottle

87'

QUALITY MEATS

Parts & Service
Departments
will be closed
June 17, 2000 for
inventory.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
$
Shoulder Roast
IJ.S.D.). Choice Boneless

Lau

Lb.

Chuck Roast

1.29

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice
Swiss Steak
Whole In Bag (Sliced Free)
Sirloin Tip
U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin

Chuck Steak $1.49 Lb. Tip Steak

$1.59 L
1.59L
$1.99

FRESH PRODUCE

We will re-open
on June 19, 2000.
Vidalia

Onions

Lb.

Red Ripe

Tomatoes
Jumbo Head

Lettuce

•

Lb

Fresh Green
Cabbage

'
C Peaches
'
78
Fresh
88' Garden Salad

Lb.

Lb.

28'
88'

1 Lb Bag $11•I9
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'Some Like It Hot'top comedy
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Something about men in women's clothing obviously tickles people's funny
bones: "Some Like It Hot" and
-Tootsie" came in at Nos. 1 and
2 on the American Film Institute's
list of the 100 funniest American
movies.
"Some Like It Hot," Billy
Wilder's 1959 classic starring Jack
Lemmon, Tony Curtis and Marilyn Monroe, topped the list
announced Tuesday on a CBS television special. Lemmon and Curtis play musicians who witness a
mob massacre and dress up as
women to hide out with an engirt band.
Sydney Pollack's "Tootsie," starring Dustin Hoffman as a downand-out actor who finds soap-opera
success masquerading as a woman,
Students of Jackie Hill presented a
came in second, as determined by
Patriotic Piano recital May 26 at the First Unite
d
Methodist Church, Murray. First place
awards for best performances went to Heather Lowe, about 1,800 actors, directors, stuCaitlin Severns, Kailey Stone, Kristi
dio executives, critics and others
n Smith, Rebecca Suiter and Tia Milgate.
in the movie industry.

Wood Electronics

Dad's Drink On The House!

Authorized Agent of

© BELLSOUTH Mobility'
First Time Bellsouth Mobility
Customers Receive a Free Clear
Connect Antennae, Free
Cigarette Lighter Car Charger
and Free Leather Case!
Limited time offer. Some
restrictions apply.

Unused minutes
automatically roll over to
next month's service, plus
free long distance on
packages over $35.00
Nokia Model 5120 Digital
Cell Phone only

$69.95!!

Wood Electronics
408 N. 12th St.(Next to Pizza Hut)
Murray, KY •(270)753-0530

KEEP MURRAY SAFE

FOlFARM MY
AUTHENTIC CHINESE CUISINE
at its BEST!
SELECT FROM MENU OR BUFFET

Voters chose their funniest
movies from a list of 500 nominees compiled by the institute.
The rest of the top 10, in order,
were: Stanley Kubrick's "Dr.
Strangelove," Woody
Allen's
"Annie Hall," the Marx Brothers'
"Duck Soup," Mel Brooks' "Blazing Saddles," Robert Altman's
"MASH," Frank Capra's "It Happened One Night," Mike Nichols'
"The Graduate" and Jim Abrahams, David Zucker and Jerry Zucker's "Airplane!"
Brooks also had Ilth place with
"The Producers" and 13th place
with "Young Frankenstein."
It was the institute's third annual list. Two years ago, the group
released the 100 best American
films, topped by "Citizen Kane,"
and last year the institute ranked
the top 50 screen legends, led by
Humphrey Bogart and Katharine
Hepburn.
"This time out, funny films
leapt to the fore," said Bob Gazzale, producer of the institute's
TV special. "These films make us
laugh, they got us through the
Great Depression, but they really
haven't gotten the recognition they
deserve."
Allen was the director with the
most films included, with "Annie
Hall" and four others: "Manhattan" at No. 46, "Take the Money
and Run" at No. 66," "Bananas"
at No. 69 and "Sleeper" at No.
80.
z Besides "Some Like It Hot,"
Wilder also wrote or directed four
other movies on the list. The Marx
Brothers also had four others in.
the top 100.
Charlie Chaplin had four movies,
with "The Gold Rush" ranked highest at No. 25. George Cukor and
Preston Sturges also directed four.

FREE DESSERT & HAND-DIPPED ICE CREAP4

Aeon

The top-ranked silent film was
Buster Keaton's "The General" at
No. 18.
Two other cross-dressing comedies made the list, "Mrs. Doubtfire" at No. 67 and "VictorNictoria" at No. 76.
"It's nice to be nominated. I
would be unhappy if I didn't make
a few people laugh," said "Victor/Victoria"
director
Blake
Edwards, whose "A Shot in the
Dark" also was No. 48. "But I'm
just a little bit leery of lists. It's
not sour grapes that I wasn't No.
1 or anything like that, though
it'll probably sound like sour grapes.
-It's just very subjective. I have
the same problem, frankly, with
the Academy Awards. Jack Lemmon once said, 'How can you
really judge a performance unless
all five nominees play the same
part?"
The newest film on the list was
the Farrelly Brothers' "There's
Something About Mary"from 19913,
which ranked 27th. Only four other
movies from the 1990s made the
cut, but the 1980s were the bestrepresented decade with 22 pictures,
iricluding "A Fish Called Wanda"
at No. 21, "When Harry Met Sally
..." at No. 23 and_"Ghostbusters"
at No. 28.
Film critic Leonard Maltin said
that the list was weighted too
much toward recent movies and
that comedy classics by Sturges
and Chaplin should have been
ranked higher.
"In large part these lists turn
out to be a celebration of ignorance," Maltin said. "I don't think
I'm a voice in the wilderness when
I say there's a possibility Charlie
Chaplin is a better filmmaker than
the Farrelly Brothers."

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
.6 Yr. Limited Warranty
Lifeliner STE .24
-Month Free Replacement
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY, KY•759-4653

.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
'Smooth, Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES•FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire

FORM NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Super Surpmer Sale
PEPPERS CHEVY, OLDS Er CADILLAC
2000 Chevy, Olds & Cadillac Cars & Trucks in stock only
. we. $1.00 over invoice, you keep the rebate
or
oidsr° iw?! LOVV APR, as low as.9% 44IP
CDICISMobile.
CHEVROLET
CHEVROLET

2000
Chev S-10
P.U. Ext
. Cab
St#00210
Auto,A/C, CD,Alum. Wheels, Much More
Invoice + $1.00 $15,981.86
Factory Rebate
$2,000.00
Your Price
$13,981.86

2000 Chev
Cavalier
St#((X)38
Auto,A/C, CD,Cruise, Tilt,
CD,Much More
Invoice + $1.00 $14,600.08
Factory Rebate
$2,000.00
Your Price
$12,600.08

2000 Oldssot000
Int
rigue GX
3o
P/VV, Remote Entry, Cruise,Tilt,
Power Seats, Much More
Invoice + $1.00 $21,466.75
Factory Rebate
$1,500.00
Your Price
$19,966.08
"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company."

CHEVROLET'

PEPPERS

Oldsmobile.

CHEVROLET-CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE-GEO
2420 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN •901-642-3900•800-325-3229
All prices plus tax & License, prices good from June 5th ihru July 4th, 2000 Low APR's differ by vehicl
e lines, with approved credit. Invoice does
necessarily reflect ultimate cost, because of manufacterers
rebate. allowances, incentives, hold back. finance credit, and return of advertisin money which ma anotsly
•
to vehicle.

/
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Man,95, weds old sweetheart

Students of Jackie Hill presented a Patriot
ic Piano recital May 26 at the First
United
Methodist Church, Murray. The following
students participated: Taylor Butler, Caitlin Severs, Kelsey Daniel, Haley Haverstock,
Claire Pittman, Takina Scott, Elizabeth Smith,
Kailey Stone, Duncan Thurman, Erin Butler,
Janene Johnston. Jacinda Lewis, Heather
Lowe,
Courtney Stephens, Hannah Jaco, Tia Milgate
, Will Pittman, Kristin Smith, Kimberly Ray
and Rebecca Suiter.

HOROSCOPES
your thinking. Reach out for another
Accept and work around differences.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. June
Break past natural barriers and restric15, 2000:
tions. If you have been thinking of taking
This year, give form to your dreams
a course or traveling, now's the time'
Mobilize your ideas. You expenence an
Tonight: Enjoy friends.
unusual sense of success and fulfillment,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
especially in 2001. Your ability to under*** Concentrate on work. even
stand others helps you in all walks of life
though you might be doing more than
Avoid power plays in your personal life,
your share of daydreaming. Make an
especially in a key partnership. If you are
effort to share more of your daily life
single. what you think works for you
with a loved one. Your relationship
changes substantially, as does the type of
bonds on a deeper level now. Work on
relationship you want. If attached,
increasing your efficiency. Tonight: Off
empathize, you will understand your
to the gym for a workout.
partner better. You have the capabilities
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
to make this relationship even better.
***** Go with the flow. Your intenSAGITTARIUS is changeable.
sity and need for self-expression drive
you. An associate entices you to join
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
him. Throw reason to the wind.
Have:
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive: Brainstorm. Let your imaginat
ion and
3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
creativity flourish. Give yourself the
freedom to be spontaneous. Tonight:
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Start to celebrate the weekend in.
***** Let a friend take the lead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Listen to suggestions. Discussion gives
*** Domestic and personal matters
you a whole different take on a present
are highlighted. You see what changes
matter. Review your ideas. Take another
need to take place. Don't resist them.
look at your procedures. Make calls.
Though at first you could be vvomed,
Consider signing up for that special
you will ultimately be a lot better off.
course. Tonight: Think about long-range
Play with an interesting work idea.
plans.
Consider trying a new venture. Tonight
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Order in.
**** Work with, not against, a partLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ner. Redesign finances and come up with
***** Reach out. Try different
a better plan. You'll discover the pleasure words
or a different way of expressing
of operating as a cohesive unit. A boss
your thoughts. Hopefully another can
inspires you to move past present limitahear you. Your ability to visualize helps
tions. Work with new ideas, even if they
you create. New ideas come from out of
aren't just yours. Tonight: In the limethe blue Take time for a loved one.
light.
Feelings are mutual. Tonight: Munchies
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
with friends.
***** Others present information
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
they have been researching. Revamp "****
Revamp financial plans one
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

more time. By getting another's feedback, you see how vou can make a longterm dream happen. Your intentions for a
real-estate matter and your home life
become possible Use your imagination.
Don't discard any idea right now.
Tonight: Your treat!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Don't undermine yourself.
Make it OK to change your mind and
head in another direction. Others might
not understand where many of the
changes have come from. Note your intuition. You might want to follow through.
Be clear when speaking to others
Tonight: Do what you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You know what to do. Follow
your instincts. In many ways, you are
testing yourself and questioning what
you want. Some might be manifesting
issues physically. Don't let a money matter stop you from having what you want
Tonight: Handle your mail.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Aim for what you want. Your
ability to visualize and create what you
want peaks. A friendship plays a key role
in your decisions, what you want could
be changing presently Be sensitive to a
special friend. Network, your social and
professional lives mix. Tonight: Zero in
on what you want.
PISCES tFeb. I9-March 20)
**** Work proves to be demanding_
Iibu might need to change your schedule
to accommodate a new demand Resist
getting into a power play or struggle with
a boss or higher-up. Follow a hunch. A
boss appreciates your sensitivity and follow-through. Tonight! Willingly work
late.
BORN TODAY
Actor Jim Belushi (1954)

WOODBURN, Ore. (AP) —
After his wife died. loneliness and
curiosity took 95-year-old Paul
Johnston to the doorstep of his
college sweetheart's home.
Seventy-five years after they
last saw each other, the spark was
still there, and it led to marriage.
"I love you," Johnston says as
he kisses the cheek of his 94year-old bride. Lula Marschat giggles like she's a schoolgirl again.
The two, who had a yearlong
romance in college. tuner imagined they would reunite. Johnston
lived in Idaho. Marschat in Oregon.
They started dating at an Idaho
college in 1924 — Marschat was
a junior and Johnston a senior.
They shared picnics and never
missed a dance.
"We simply liked each other.'
Johnston said.
After
graduation. Johnston
moved back home — 150 miles
away — while she remained at
school. Since they did not have
telephones and had to borrow a
car to see each other, it was difficult to stay together. But Johnston never forgot his sweetheart.
Johnston, whose wile of 70
years died in 1997, first tracked
down Marsc hat's sister in Idaho.
He discovered that Lula was alive
and that she, too, had lost her
spouse. But her sister. protective.
dissuaded him from contacting her.
Undaunted. Johnston went home
and spent three days composing a
letter. He mailed it on a Wednesday. and on Friday night. the phone
rang. It was Luli.
"I was excited to know he was
still alive." she said.
They had a lot to talk about.

(270) 753-6749

Open
Monday
thru
Friday 8-5

After the phone conversation.
Johnston booked a flight immediately. When he arrived at her
dOorstep, she expected 'to greet
him with a handshake. Instead, he
opened his arms. "We clasped."
she said.
Four days later, he proposed at
the dinner table. When she accepted, he leaned over and kissed her
lips. "It was such a long kiss,"
she said, blushing.
They were married Saturday.

Has It Been AGES
Since You Reviewed
Your Life Insurance
Coverage?

-!C

Contact your Woodmen representative
today for a FREE needs analysis.
Woodmen..."The FAMILY Fraternity"'
Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8113
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The FAMILY Fraternity''

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

On the web - www.woodmen.com

COMING SOON!
Bel-Air Inside Climate Control
Self Storage
Located in the Bel-Air Shopping Center • In the old Treas Home Cente
r

"The New Way To Stor • The Safe Way To Stor"
'FREE USE OF R TRUCK TO MOVE IN'

Willie
Opening

Pet Grooming Service
by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

Johnston, who was a radio operator during World War II, survived a Japanese torpedo attack
that sank his ship off Hawaii. He
later received a master's degree
in history at University of California at Berkeley and taught secondary education in Idaho.
Coincidentally, his four children
lived near Marschat. She also
became a teacher and had three
children with her husband, a school
superintendent.

Bel-Air Inside Climate Control
Self Storage
T
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Humidity
Control

NowPre,
Leasing
Call

E

Now Pre-Leasing - Call 1-877-892-2935
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Westside Veterinary Service

JUNE SPECIALS

1271 Robertson Rd. South
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MCDONALD'S
DISCOUNT NIGHT

New 2000 Model 32'Wide $38,995
?
NEW FLOOR PLAN!
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New14'Wide 2000 Model

$10,995
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'Stove & Refrigerator
*Wall to Wall Carpet
'Storm Windows

r,

Price Includes
j *Delivery & Set Up
\
*Footers
*Appliances
A
*Shingle Roof
'Vinyl Siding
'Central Air Conditioning
'Main Entrance on End

.
'.,. 1

Wednesday lime 14th,2000
Armbands - $10.00
Pick up your
discount
coupon
at the Murray
McDonald's.
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FLEETWOOD QUALITY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

I "See Our 1999 Models at Tremendous Savings."
-111r 4E1 New, Used & Repossessed Homes
Id
NN
4
!AN

- Includes Set-Up &

Delivery

KEITH BAKER HOMES INC.1111
Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer

Hwv. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

1

.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL
Ad Deadlines

(.1.As4iFIED Al) itATEs
\i-

75349116

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
box ads
$250 extra for Shopper Tuesi Classifieds go into Shopping Guidel$2 50 extra for blind

Just Say "Charge It"

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF

BARRY D. BOGARD,
CANDICE R. BOGARD,
REPUBLIC BANK AND TRUST, AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on May 22, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
26, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at a 1-1/2" diameter rebar found in the north line of
Buffalo Road (formerly Sulphur-Buffalo Road), 1882.73' west of
the centerline of Valentine Road, the southwest corner of the
Billy G. McCuiston property (Deed Book 171, Page 496), and
being the southeast corners of Lot. No. 1 described herein.
thence, 30'from and parallel to the centerline of Sulphur Road,
south 87 deg. 05'20" west 153.82' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
thence, north 82 deg. 15' 34" west 182.55' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set, the southeast corner of the Joseph W. Beard, Jr. property (Deed Book 159, Card 2200);
thence, leaving the Sulphur Road, and with Beard's east line
north 00 deg. 10,37" east 271.56'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in
the south line of the C.T. Underwood property (Deed Book 75,
Page 613);
thence, with Underwood's south line, north 85 deg. 41' 16" east
272.21'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set the southwest corner of the
Barbara June Brittain property (Deed Book 218, Page 360);
thence, with Brittain's south line north 80 deg. 39' 14" east
40.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northwest corner of the
Billy G. McCuiston property;
thence, with McCuiston's west line, south 04 deg. 07' 43" east
316.11'to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 2.2236 acres.
Barry D. Bogard, et ux., obtained title to the above-described
property by deed from Martha Nell McCuiston, dated August 5,
1996, of record in Book 234, Page 412, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent(10%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Natio*

order •
Now'.

Order
/*
•BBO
'Ribs
*Pork Shoulders
•Chicken
For the 4th of
July

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Fr, &
Unt,1 9

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

7 5 3-0700
HANDMADE baby quilts
$5 and --up Huge selection Oakwood Gifts
5363 Central Rd.
Mayfield, Ky
328-8703
MRS ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life 767-0508 Now located
at 3040 St Pt 94 East

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

Legal Notice

Special Price

Financial

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Ordinance Number 2000-1217

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer
for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company, and
UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
Ud/b/a PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL
BANK & TRUST COMPANY,
VS.,

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

010

010

Legal Notice

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

An ordinance adopting the City of Murray,
Kentucky, Annual Budget for the period July
1, 2000 through June 30, 2001, for the
General Fund: Cemetery Fund; Municipal
Aid Tax Fund; Local Government Economic
Assistance Fund; E-911 Fund; Emergency
and Capital Debt Reserve Fund; Court Award
Fund; Sanitation, Transfer Station, and
Central Garage Divisions; Murray Natural
Gas System; Murray Water and Sewer
System by Estimating Revenues and
Appropriating Funds for the Operations of
City Government.
s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor

DONALD GREER;
DONNA M. GREER; and
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on May 26, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, June
26, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly described as follows to wit:
Being a part of the East half of the N.W. -Quarter of S. 5,
Thwnship 2, Range 3 East, located on the west fork of Clark's
River, Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of centerline of Ky. 1836 and
Herman Darnell Road S. 0 deg. 02' 21" E. 2169.53'; thence S. 0
deg. 53'30" East 516.07'to a point in the centerline of Ky. 1836;
thence S. 89 deg. 33'40" W. 30' to an iron pin being the point of
beginning located on the west right-of-way of Ky. 1836 described
as follows: thence with said right-of-way line of Ky. 1836, N. 0
deg. 50' 30" W. 327.70' to a pin; thence S. 89 deg. 33' 40" W.
1329.26' to an iron pin; thence S. 0 deg. 53' 30" East 327.70' to
an iron pin being in William Smith's north property line; thence
N. 89 deg. 33' 40" E. 1329.26' to the point of beginning of said
tract of land, containing 10 acres.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Donald
Greer and his wife, Donna Greer, by deed dated September 17,
1986, and recorded September 22, 1986, on microfilm in
Cabinet 2, Drawer 21, Card No. 335, Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent(10%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty 130) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 2nd day of June, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

rierui.s.
We want to extend
a special thanks
to Dr. Harris and staff
Westview Nurses, CCU and
PCU Nurses and MCCH.
Kerry Lambert, Rev Larry
Daniels. Norma Reed, Blalock &
Coleman Funeral Home, and all
friends and relatives who supported us
during my father's illness and death.
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Lunch
a m -2 pm

Crawford's Bar-B-Quo

Happy Uirt-hday

North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824

FREE Pregnancy
Tests Life House

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

Family of C.W. "Scottie" Scott

Sat
m

1x2 ad
$7.50

$100 Reward
Large orange long
haired Manx
(no tail)
Coles Campground

767-0177

Adopted by the Murray City Council on June
8, 2000.
Summary of ordinance prepared by
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

OPEN HOUSE
Fnday, Saturday & Sunday
June 9, 10& 11,
16, 17, & 18. 10am- 6pm.
The Daylilies are in full
bloom. Here is your invitation to the garden. OutsideInn Nursery. 1103 Poplar
St. Murray, KY. Call 7534201. If weekends don't
suite you we are also open
through the week 10am6pm. We also have a
selection of -Hosta &
Perennials.
PARTY Supplies. All new.
store.
party
Closed
$1500/up worth of inventory. selling for $500.
901-232-6077.

LOST CAT

area.

Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

Root*

LOAN And Debt consolida
lion available Free consul
tation. Good or bad credit.
No up front fee. Call toll
free. 1-877-722-8922. We
can help.

01201111
Cut Up's
Salon
Call Jada or Kim
753-9190 - Almo

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Announcement

90th Birthday Party
Ralph C. Stewart,Sr.

NOW accepting outside
alterations.
at Corn-Austin.

NEED A Car?
But have no credit or bad
credit! That's OK.'We Tote
The Note" If you have a
reasonable down payment
& a valid dnver's license,
we will put you into a car
today! Buy, Sale or Trade.
Come by & see what we've
got.
Nationwide Auto Sales.
624N, 4th St., Murray, KY.
759-0780.

Friends arid neighbors are invited
to a celebration of life for
Ralph C. Stewart, Sr. Please join
Ralph, Jr, Ernie and Margie in
celebrating their father's ninetieth
birthday! It will be this
Sunday, Father's Day, between
2 and 4 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center, First and
Barnett St., Hazel Kentucky.

Card of Thank

DATED this 2nd day of June, 2000.

020

YARD SALES

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00028

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
'Thurs. 1 p.m

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00133
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY,

ADJUSTMENTS

010

010

010

010

010

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

IT'S SUMMERTIME.—
DO NOT NEGLECT
YOUR NAILS!

COMPLETE NAIL SERVICI

NAILS BY
JEREL WEST
753-57E14

HAPPY BIRTHDAli'

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Bobby Gerald Clayton
would like to express our thanks and
appreciation to all friends and family
for all the cards, flowers, food,
prayers and calls during our time of
need during the loss of our loved one.
We appreciate all that Dr. Holman,
Dr. Dowdy, Dr. Quertermous, the second floor CCU, and all of the MCCH
has done for our family at this time
and throughout the years.
Special thanks to Miller Funeral
Home, Rev. Gene Burkeen, Bro. Tim
Cole, Dwayne Barrow and Oneida
White for the beautiful service.
Bobby was a special person in all our
lives and he will be missed.

POPS
Hope Your Day
Is Full Of
Red, White & Blue
And Cake Too

Wife: Shelia L. Clayton
Children: Joey & Sheila Clayton,
George & Cathy Lowe,
Ronnie & Mary Ann Clayton,
Cindy Kimi•el-Bailey
Grandchildren: Kyle & Callie Lowe,
Josh & Shanna Clayton,
Matt, Rachel & Brittany Bailey

L

Love,
Brian & Shady.
)
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MY SON
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• :•••
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t
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.41%.

You were born and we were so proud.
Then you were six and the house was loud.
The years passed by quick as a wink.
Things moved so fast, we could hardly think.
You could not wait (ii you were grown,
Then you were a man and on your own.
And though today we are apart.
We love you son, with all our heart.

Happy Birthday Shannon
6/14/75 — 8/5/97
Love Mom & Dad

--°21•011r00111•01
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060
Nip Woad

COME Be Part Of
A Winning Team!
Htbbett Sports is currently
scouting for quality individuals to loin our team in
Murray These top round
draft picks must enjoy.
assisting customers, take
pride in their work, and be
willing to work as a team
Only smiling faces need
apply!
•Career Opportunities
(Mgr Trainees)
'Part-time & Full-time
positions
'Competitive wages
'Employee discounts
'Medical, Dental
•401K, Stock Purchase
Plan.
Application available at
Murray State University
Career Services Dept_
Send applications and resumes to
Hibbett Sports,
347 Charles Drive,
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Attn Josh Jenkins
EXPERIENCED Medical
office secretary with good HEAVY
Equipment
typing skills. Knowledge of Mechanic
Experience
medical terminology and required Apply in person.
working with computers. McKeel's 503 Walnut
Expenence with billing and
HELP wanted cleaning on
generalized medical office
Saturdays $7/hr + bonus
work. Salary depends on
Paradise Resort
expenence and perform436-2767.
ance. Attractive benefits.
Send resume to: P.O. Box IMMEDIATE openings at
1040-A Murray, KY 42071. Mattel. Contact Excel office
759-8383 for more inforFULL Time Employee at
mation.
needed for grounds keepConvenient
ing, cleaning & mainte- LAKEWAY
nance. Must be trainable now looking for experion computer & telephone enced , motivated individskills. Starting pay $8 00 ual for morning hour cook.
hour. Plus bonus. Paradise Apply in person @ 2341 St.
Rt. 94 Easy, Murray, KY.
Resort. 436-2767.
Full/ Part Time
Scholarships Available
Conditions apply
Customer Service/ Sales
Work in Murray
Apply in Paducah
270-575-9526
www workforstudenis corrvnp
ASSIST Manger needed
for local convenient store
Send resume to Ky Lake
Oil Co PO Box 368
Murray, Ky 42071
ASSISTANT
Manager
needed at Murphy USA.
Competitive wages & benefits Apply in person in
front of Murray Wal-Mart
Supercenter
CASHIER
needed
at
Hitching Post Gifts in
Aurora full or part-time
Call for appointment
474-2266

WestView
?V UR SING

HOME

Nursing Assistants:
Full-Time OR Part-Time
7-3, 3-11, 11-7
Prefer certified but will train.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins.; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare;
Tuition Reimbursement;

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @ 762-1591
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET* MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

COME GROW WITH US

EXCEL Group, LLC National Contractor has
immediate employment openings for full time,
part time and seasonal jobs. Choose to work
indoors or outdoors. Competitive salaries and benefits. Drug screens required. Applicant must be
able to perform the essential functions of the job.
Shift work and overtime required, must provide
own transportation to and from work.
EXCEL Is An EOE Employer

For More Information
Call

(270)759-8383

LOCAL
Equipmen
Dealership has opening for
full-time parts position
Must have AG background
& excellent communication
skills Mail resume to Parts
Dept 503 Walnut St
Murray, KY 42071

THE Courier Journal is
looking for self motivated
individual in the Murray
Full time position
area
To run one of our
available with local
MetLite® is seeking a
Sunday motor routes Must
tire company.
professional
have reliable transportawho
Experience helpful
tion Approximate income
wants the opportunity.
but not necessary.
$250 month If interested
to earn a high income
Paid vacation
call Larry Gish
CONSTRUCTION
in sales. Paid initial
1-888-925-4389
and holidays.
Laborers Needed
training program, with
THE
753-1537
National Scouting
492-6141
or
Send resume to
compensation up to
Museum, located on the
P.O. Box 1040-i
HARDEE'S Is now hiring Murray State University
$800 a week while
Murray, KY 42071
for cook & cashier posi- Campus. Is looking for an
you learn w,hat you
tions Please apply at enthusiastic, self motivated
need
to know to sucDRIVER
TRAINEES Mayfield on Pans Road or individual to serve as Gift
ceed.
Excellent beneDraffenvil
le. HWY 68 & Shop Clerk. Weekdays,
NEEDED NOW! Werner
fits
HWY
641
and
needs entry level truck Murray,
potential for
Tuesday- Friday, now
drivers. No experience Midnight positions avail- through November 30
management opportunecessary Earn $600. to able at Murray location Hours are: 8.30- 5p m
6ity. Send resume in
$800 per week plus bene- only EOE
Applicant must be computconfidence to:
fits and get home weekly NEEDED: Someone to er literate have good typing
Ken leeth
and during the week in pass flyers for business
skills and an outgoing perManagin
g Director
many areas. No CDL? 15
sonality. Please come by
767-0508
314
day CDL training program NOW Hiring Dancers
Church
Avenue N.
and
fill
out
applicati
an
on
at
available Call today
P.O. Box 723
least $600. weekly Foxy with museum secretary,
1-800-242-7364
Lady, The Premier adult Monday through Friday.
Dyersburg, TN
NEEDED: 38 People to dance club in the area Sam to 5pm. NO PHONE
38025
lose up to 30Ibs. Brand Apply in person. The- Sat. INQUIRIES PLEASE.
EOE
new! Just patented. I lost 7-2p.m. Serious inquiries WANTED
Experienced
only! Call 901-642-6177 or Servers & cooks Apply in
23Ibs in one month.
person at Fifteenth & Olive
901-644-0107.
1-888-756-2284.
Air Conditioning &
WORK From Home
$672- $4,9471 mo. PT/ FT
Heating Company
CABLE 11.(
1-888-360-9148 or
Charter Communications, the nabon's fourth
is looking for
www.cash-street.com
largest multiple-system cable television
Qualified Service
PT Housekeeping
KY
operator with 6.2 million subscribers, is currently seeking a qualified professional for the
Beach Resort Call Susan
Men
following Murray, KY based position:
436-2345
to do Residential
RECEIVING AND
& Commercial
INVENTORY AGENT.
refrigeration &
Full time, benefits. High
heating repairs.
school graduate, two years
The successful applicant will be responsible for
performing customer support services under close
experience including one
Certification & tools
supervision, interacting with the public to assist in
year receiving/ inventory
are required.
resolving billing and service concerns and
management. Time manpromoting cable services and providing
Pay will depend on
agement, good math and
service troubleshooting diagnostic
interpersonal skills, ability
experience.
support. Will also achieve proficiency
to lift heavy merchandise
in providing customer support for serapply in person Of
Only
vice complaints within required time
essential. Knowledge of
Arctic
frame and place new installation orders.
Refrigeration
UPS/ RPS regulations,
service orders for disconnects and service
401
Memori
Microsoft
al Dr.
Office
and
web
changes generated from the customer; schedule
page
preferred.
Paris, TN 38242
Must
appointments accordingly: prepare associated
unload incoming freight,
paperwork for work orders; process special
requests for services.
supervise
students.
Flexible hours required
We offer competitive salanes and excellent benefits,
&Mimeo
Salary $7.58 per hour.
including free Cable TV service
Apply
Human
at:
For confodential consideration, please send resume to
Resources, Murray State CERTIFIED
Loving
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
University, 404 Sparks Grandmother. Weekends
Att: V. Jones
Hall, Murray. KY 42071- or nights available. 7591214 Pans Road, PME3 133
3312. Women/ Minorities 0757.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Fax:(2701 247-0589
encouraged to apply. EEO, CLEANING houses
is my
Email: ypriesachartercom.com
M/F/D. AA employer.
business. Reliable. Call
ROUTE Dnver
Linda, 759-9553.
Minimum
qualifications:
CUSTOM CLEANING
Stable work history, class B Tailored To
Customer
CDL, clear MVR. Benefits Cleaning
Needs
A ANAAP 1100. COMOAAA,
include: Medical, dental. Commercial &
Residential
I've are proud to be a cng-free workpoace Ea
vision, competitive pay, 270-474-8340
Please
vacation, 401K, stock pur- Leave A Message
www.chartercom corn
chase plan. application
HOUSECLEANING!
accepted at
Reasonable Rates
Waste Management
753-1016.
3426 St. Rt. 45 South
MOTHER Of 2 seeking
Mayfield, Ky 42066.
Benton, KY
SPEECH/ Language Path- CDA certification. Will sit
ologist, PRN position. Ap- with 3-4yr. olds. Preschool
ply to: Marshal County curriculum provided. Call
Hospital, Box 630, Benton,
759-2385.
Conducting interviews for:
KY 42025.

Help Wanted

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REP I - PART TIME

...chArster

WAL*MART
"Career Opportunities"

* Sales Clerks in all areas of supercenter
* Overnight stockers for food and general
merchandise areas
* 4 p.m. til 1 a.m. truck unloaders
* New store set up crew

Bring completed applications to the interview.
Interviews will be given in the empty mall
beside the Dollar Store on the following dates:
Tues., June 20 - 10 a.m.-11:30 a.mJ1-4 p.m.
Wed., June 21 - 8 a.m.-11:30 a.mJ1-4 p.m.
Thurs., June 22 - 8 a.m.-11:30 a.mJ1-4 p.m.
Fri., June 23 - 8 a.m.-11:30 a.mJ1-4 p.m.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks and
counter help for all shifts.
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

_WIsat

.rakgr,c_t

MURPHY USA is looking for a manager for the
Benton area. Our gas station is located in the
parking lot at Walmart. Excellent starting salary.
monthly commissions, complete benefits package including retirement and 401K savings plan.
Applicants shobld possess strong basic math
skills and leadership qualities. Ptior retail management experience a plus. Call MURPHY Oil
USA, Inc. at 877-291-6690. Leave Walmart city.
name, area code and phone number.
EOE-MFHV

Cable TV Technician
If you are looking for a career. Mediacom is seeking a highly motivated individual to serve as
Installer/Technician in the Marshall/Calloway
County area. Job includes installing cable, trouble
shooting. completing paperwork, maintaining tools
and equipment. Must have ability to climb and
work at some heights. Must have good driving
record and good reading, writing, and organizational skills. High school diploma or equivalent
Electrical and mechanical aptitude a plus. Good
starting pay, excellent benefits, tools and vehicle
provided, opportunity for advancement. Must live
!in the Mediacom cable system.
To apply, submit resume to

Mediacom
Attn: Wanda Weaver
90 Main Street, Benton, KY
Mediacom is an EOE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The Murray Board of Education Head
Start, in partnership with 11 school districts in western Kentucky, is seeking
qualified applicants for the following
positions:
EARLY HEAD START SUPERVISOR
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood, Early
Childhood Education, or Child Development
degree required. Person responsible for dayto-day operation of center. Good organizational leadership and record keeping skills
essential.
TEACHER
Interdisciplinary Early Childhood, Early
Childhood Education, or Child Development
degree required. Experience and/or training
in working with preschool children preferred.
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT
Must have high school diploma or GED and
be willing to pursue CDA certification.
Experience and/or training in working with
preschool children preferred.
CHILD CARE PROVIDER
Must have high school diploma or GED and
be willing to pursue CDA certification.
Person will be responsible for providing
quality developmentally appropriate services for infanta and toddlers or preschoolers.
PARENT ADVOCATE
Must have high school diploma or GED.
Position includes reception duties and providing clerical services and support to staff.
Excellent phone and people skills required
Interested persons may request an
application from the Murray Head Start
office (270) 753-6031, and submit to:
Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street

Murray, KY 42071
Applications will he accepted until position is filled.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WILL Babysit
Reasonable rates
Call 767-0878
Ask For Shawna

SALES

POSITION AVAILABLE
Web Administrator, Networking & Microcomputer Services, Information Systems Department, Murray State University. Position to begin
July 2000.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree preferred.
Minimum of three years experience in production
environment, developing and maintaining Web
pages and Web server administration required.
Experience must include Windows NT server
administration, Cold Fusion, Front Page, and Visual
Basic. Responsibilities: Primarily responsible for
the administration of Murray State University's
Word Wide and Internal Web servers. Application
Deadline: June 23, 2000. To Apply: Submit letter of
application, resume and the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three references to Brenda
Rowland, Manager, Networking & Microcomputer
Services, Information Systems, MSU, 112 Industry
& Technology Center. Murray, KY 42071-3347.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University' is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D. M employer

100

easinass
OPPOrtUrsity
THE Only Stride Right
Children's Store in Western
KY Only serious inquires
please 753-4383

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
KELLEos
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid-West
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard

A ADVERTISING Antiques
Collectibles, toys. Cash
paid. 759-3456.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
nfles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray
150

Midas
For Sok

AIR Conditioner
& Furnace.
Will install $375
901-644-2030
BUNK Beds, Oak $75
Swing set, $25. 753-8106.
LIKE new G-5 Kirby vacuum Under warranty. All
attachments
including
shampooer. 753-2382
MOTORCYCLE Helmets,
Camping supplies, MRE's
only $4.99. SKS ammo,
$2 99 Jungle boots $29.95
and much more. Jerry's
Sporting
Goods
In
Mayfield

from MSU $225 plus
deposit No pets
References required
Daytime1976 14x70 Mobrle Home
753-3949 ABH- 759-3050
for sale $2900 753-0260
1996 SUNSHINE 14x70' 1BR, 1 bath 112 blocks
2br, 2 bath. 3/4 acre MSU W/D hook up $285
wooded lot. 3 miles from plus deposit No pets
required
Murray. Ready to move References
Daytime 753-3949 ABHInto. $35000. firm.
759-3050
759-0519.

CLEAN 2BR C/H/A, W/D
$100! deposit $225/ ma.
Call 759-4399
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
6012
LOT Available in small
quiet park On HWY 641S
492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Business Rental

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

Homo Fimerlakings
BEAUTIFUL Maple Dining
uulth

-

SOLD
FATHER'S Day Sale!
New Shipment of recliners,
sofa's & love seats. Special
price on all bedding!
Carraway Furniture 105
North. 3rd. 753-1502.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Honer

OPEN GARDENS

mired opportunities in

Women's Health
*Newborn Intensive Cm
*High Risk Obstetric,
•Pan Portion
The internship is three months in length and is a mixture of
classroom, skills lab and supervised delisTry of UPC allowmg
for gradual achievement of independent practice.
Please send/fax resume to Centennial Medical Center,
Human Resources, 2300 Patterson Street, Nashville. 11N
372031(61S) 342-111264F= (61S) 342-1849

zfr.e

Refreshments
Photographers Welcome' Car Tours Available
GO Plant with purrhase
Thurs.-Sat. 9-5

We currently have New RN internships available in

- Bethel Daylily Garden
..-kt

1BR • $200-$225 Various
locations Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR , apt in town Partially
furnished
$180/mo
Deposit required
7591519
2BR Apt. near campus, no
pets. $235 for one person.
$245 for two people. Days:
753-5980 753-1203 after
5p.m

2BR Clean Mobile Homes
n small quiet park Cal
492-8488

160

CP?

1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
two blocks from MSU low
income, clean 436-5685
1BR , $200-$225 Various
locations Coleman RE
759-4118

2BR, 11/2 bath. All appliances Recently remodeled. $6500. 436-5720.
DOUBLEWIDE, 3br, 2
bath . 2 car garage, out
buildings Near Lake
489-2145
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs experience
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois
437-3939
280
frir HOMO* For Rent

PUSH Mower. 430 Call
759-9215, leave message
if not home.
RCA 46" big screen TV. 4
yrs old. Excellent condition.
Moving, must sell. $650.
753-9876.
RCA 46" big screen TV. 4
yrs old. Excellent condition.
Moving, must sell. $650.
753-9876.
WEIGHT Machine, like
new $150. 753-2479.

MOT

1BR. 1 bath 11/2 blocks

2BR 2 bath' $260/mo.
753-6012

2- American General Tires.
Good condition. P20565R15. 489-2544, please
leave message_

rx., largest ofthe TriSter Heads& *einefaciktin. Cenuntrouti
Medina Cr,•685-indfacility on•37-acre camper. With
an wenn owevisrel ttahrof'nese then 770, tee enure offers•full
army ofprnestry rem, Annergencv.
eerellier. anervier
,
.0"ti."1".•
vinteere elne renersisirs. stansiegy prychnetrir and ether
specude"
services

I

IBA Apt Clean, walk tu
MSU
$235/
month
Available July 753-2084
1BR Upstairs Apt
Acrossfrom campus
No pets
Call 753-5980

14X70 2br, 2 bath
Recently
remodeled
$7500 437-4854 or 7592300
14X70 GIBRALTAR Ref. &
gas stove $10.000
489-2641

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Adult Critical Care
Adult Medical Surgical

1 OR 213( apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/rno 753-4109
1549 Mockingbird Dr 3
large bedroom, 3 bath
Large 2 car garage
Appliances
furnished
$725/mo 753-5344. 59
9970

Mobile homes For Sale

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

GRADUATE
NURSES

For Rerit

FOR all your recording
needs Sunray Recording
Studio
Now open by
appointment only
For information
436-5362 or 435-4619
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment Beautiful console
piano No Money down
1-800-371-1220

Wiggins Furniture

1

PAGE 5B

rasa •mw

Help Wanted

$11 BASE- APPT

1

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14 2000

060

94 East 2 miles follow signs • 759-9600

ii4041.5.4t;;;41n1113M,4=7:

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

2BR Duplex At 1304
Valleywood Drive $375/
mo.
759-4406
2br, 11/2 bath Apt
2br, 2 bath luxury duplex
All appliances furnished
759-5885
2BR, Some utilities paid
No pets $250/ month
767-9037
2BR. duplex Central H/A,
good location, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR. duplex. Central Hi&
good location, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., duplex. Appliances,
lease No pets.
1815 Ridgewood. 425/mo
753-7457

2BR., near MSU, central
HA, Washer/ dryer furnished, furniture optional
Coleman RE 759-4118
403-A NORTH WOOD
2br Duplex. All appliances.
$460. plus deposit. No
pets. 435-4294
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
EXTRA Nice 2br, 11/2 bath
townhouse All appliances
included 1 year lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath, whirlpool tub, shower,
washer/dryer. central H/A,
dishwasher, garage, large
deck. Lease and deposit
required
753-5719
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Call 753-1970
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL Apartments Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity
LARGE 2br Duplex Nice
private area very clean
Off the street parking
753-8588
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
house W/D, furnished,
near
MSU
753-1252
before 5pm 753-0606 after
5pm
QUIET Area 1 br, 1 bath
C/gas heat & air All appliances included 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit No
pets Call 753-2905

RED OAKS APTS.

"Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•slmic.f.irc.i. arc irvc
IKst,hok.w.
& ii I
ions Itide
Como:me
R.. ..'pi wiw..1
•VIIIIk it I

•1

ol

Special
$100 Deposit
tBR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-0661.

1.11,111th.'

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available

NICentennial Medical Center
risiglfte PWSI SYSTPA
:di

Mk&
Arre,'
Available For Viewing 415 S 4ti
Mon .Fn 900-4 30• Cat For information 719-oe it
WF Au; F.,

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

For Rent
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1.2,8.3br apts
Section 8 housing
7534221
EHO

&Supple.

•
MID
SOU/

IMMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding. N. wc, desk
chair. phone Plus full
house pnviledges, BS TV
Kitchen All you need
your clothes Ph 7595352 after 5pm

2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109
28R , 1 bath. storage
shed, no pets, references
Kirksey Hwy. Joyce
270-898-2340
3BR. Bnck. 4 miles South
of Murray. 2 car attached
garage Stove, refrigerator
& w/o' hook up. No pets.
Lease & deposit required.
$525/ month. Available
June 19th. 436-2113.

Advertise
your
yard sale
in the
classifieds!
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916
_.410

YARD SALE
121 S. Lynnwood
Estates
Thursday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothes, toys, jewelry, Avon & many
more items.

CLEAN UP!

GE

Advertise
your
garage sale
in the
classifieds!

9TH St
3br., 2 bath $495/mo.
+ security No dogs
270-474-2520
IN Gatesboroughl 3br, 21/2
baths, LR, DR, Den.
3,000sq
Hardwood
floors, two_ fireplaces &
more. No pets $900/mo.
753-8251

SELL OUT!

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

$70

[
C
alUtility %NOM

6 bred guilts 1 bred sow
Feeder pigs 35-45 lbs
Sow w/ pigs & 1 hybrid
spot male Call 759-9632

310
ROOMS For Rant

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv Walk
_ to_ Hospital or down town
industry $190 plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211

WEDNESDAY JUNE 14, 2000

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located oft of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551 Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
270-441-2253.

(Arad

87 Ford Bronco II good
condition $2495
753-2084

A-1 Tree Service
Carpentry,
ALL
Stump Removal
Electrical. Home building,
492-8737,
additions,
remodeling
437-3044
Rotten floors, sagging
Free Estimates
Used Cars
roofs_ Home & Mobile
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
repair,
siding
vinyl
Decks Home Additions,
1984 BUICK Riviera
References. Cali Larry
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, Nimmo.
753-8106
Garages Carports, Pole 753-9372, 753-0353.
1985
MONTE
Carlo
$1500 obo 759-8517 Barns, Metal Buildings, ANTENNAS
Including
12-15 acres for sale in
Fencing Hardwood Floors
anytime.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
Kirksey 759-0289 after
Installed
&
Finished
amplifiers, and acces1986 IROC Z-28, Nice inte- Quality
6:00 PM.
Workmanship
sories
rior. T-Tops, rebuilt engine.
Atfordable
Rates
NEAR The Lake
Dish Network & Direct TV
stereo with 400 watt amp
Licensed
10 secluded acres of
Satellite Systems, Sales,
$1350 obo
753-7860
753-9308
improved
property
Service and Installation
767-0453
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
$25,000 436-5563 after
Beasley's Antenna
1987 PONTIAC Sunbird
7p.m.
tree work, cleaning out
& Satellite,
Black with white racing
sheds, gutters, etc
500
4th
N.
St, Murray, KY
stripes. Auto, sunroof, A/C
436-2867.
502-759-0901.
works but needs minor
ALL Carpentry Service
ANTIQUE refinishing, furrepair $900 obo 527From Foundation to
niture repair & custom
11,2 Story, Newly remod- 3994 ask for Chris.
Finish.
woodworking. 753-8056.
eled 3br. 2 bath home
nc
1990
18Yrs experience
BACKHOE SERVICE
Large deck & 2 car carport
New Construction •
ROY HILL Septic system,
Must See! $74,000 753Remodeling* Repairs.
dnve-ways. hauling, foun8908, 435-4446
1993 Cougar XR7 Power
Custom Cabinets.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
1520 CANTERBURY. Very everything, cruise, air,
Concrete Work. AGC
BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
nice, large 2 story, 4br am/fm cassette, Leather
Certified.
Free estimates. All work
Price reduced. Immediate trim interior. $4200. obo.
435-4272
guaranteed. Call 753-1308
possession
7530278.
CARPORTS for cars and BRYON'S Lawn Service
436-5922
1994 DODGE Spirit. Good
2 STORY Brick. 5br, 3 condition. Call 759-4163 trucks. Special sizes for Free estimates 759-0276
motor home, boats. RVs
baths. LR, large eat in after 8p.m.
O&D ROOFING
and etc. Excellent proteckitchen. Family room, large
1997 GRAND Prix SE
tion, high quality, excellent Call us for all of your roofoutdoor deck, in ground
67,xxx actual miles.
ing needs 436-2613
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
swimming pool, Gas HJA,
753-4169.
lots of closets. Private 1 br
apt. 2 car carport with out- 2000 CHEVY Lumina.
side storage. Shown by Loaded. 4dr, black. Only
appointment only. Call 753- 4,xxx miles. $13,400.
753-7785 or 519-0322.
5870.
96
Accord LX. Auto, 4 cyl.,
2- 3br, 1 bath. 21/2 car
garage. Outbuilding, gas, 92K hwy. miles. under warWe Specialize in Cleaning"
electric heat, air condition- ranty. $9200. OBO. 7599317 or 395-8353 Ext. 227.
ing Near Lake. Cal
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
96 Ford Taurus LX. V-6,
489-2145.
• Brick • AU External Cleaning
2BR, 1 bath Duplex. Good loaded. leather, moon roof,
•Acid Cleaning Available
rental history. Great neigh- keyless entry 58,xxx miles.
Hot
Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Excellent
condition.
Use
•We
Must
borhood. $68,500.
sell. $9,450.
753-6870.
Das id Borders
Phone (270)759-4734
270-753-0502.
2BR, 2 bath House for
sale, 10ft Ceilings, hard- FORD '92 Taurus Wagon
wood floors. Gas fireplace, LX. tow pkg. all power,
rn b
rother'S
appliances
included. 155k. good cond. $3900
753-0071
OBO
$59,000, 112 North 10th.
NICE!
1992
Cadillac
Call 759-4407.
3 or 4 br., older home in Sedan Deville. 131K miles.
town with 2 baths, C/H/A Clean. well maintained.
with gas heat and one car Asking $6200. Call
Licensed & Insured
762-4059 or 753-8318.
garage. $46,000.

SOLD

David's Cleaning
Services

a

Storage Rentals

YARD
SALE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

Hwy. 94 W. at
Lynn Grove
Thurs.

40'X40' metal building
gas heat Located at
4061,2 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair,
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
WAREHOUSE SPACE
For Lease in Hopkinsville
Prices begin at ten cents
per square foot per month
We can transport your
goods to and from our
warehouse from anywhere
in Murray for $75 per load
Call 270-885-8711

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of 50c items

Lake Property
WATERFRONT Home fo
sale 4br, 2 bath. Double
carport
in
Panorama
Shores. 436-2497.
440
Lots For Sale
LOTS for sale. Starting a
$11.000. Price includes
water, septic & dnveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040
Farms For Sale

EASTSIDE

APPROX. 8.5 acres will
divide in half. Just off Coles
Campground Road on
Springs Rd. 753-9502,
559-5062.
119 Main • 753-6266
PRICE REDUCED AGAIN!
13 acres fenced with
pond 3800 sq. ft. 2 story
log home.... 60x30 finished
Pets & Supplies
shop.... 120x50 barn with
AKC Pugs Ready 6-17 riding arena.... 3 other outbuildings.... 6 miles east of
5300 Cash 759-0276
Murray....
AKC Registered Black Lab Phone: Day 270-753-1844
puppies 8 wks old. 1st M-F
shots & wormed. $150.00 270-753-7687.weekends
&
270-435-4656
evenings.
BLUE Eyed Husky Wolf
Puppies 6wks old $100
Ailreag•
each. Call 759-3214.

STORAGE

-Moving

753-4582 day.
759-4718 night

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

p.m.

GET RESULTS
Place your ad in the Murray Ledger & Times
Real Estate • Help Wanted • Personals • Lost &
Found Merchandise • Announcements • Greetings
There are Several ways to place your ad:

Fax
753-1927

1001 Whitnell Ave
Murra . KY 42071

GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build dnveway &
roads
270-437-4838
HANDYWORK/ odd fobs
wanted. No job too small
Give us a call Yes we paint
houses. Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262.
Lawnmower &
-filler Ready?
Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair
Pickup/delivery.
753-9814.
NEW To Area
Lawn and Garden tilling.
Custom box blade work.
Bush hogging. post hole
drilling. Light backhoe
work. References upon
request.
Call
Glen
Reynolds
270-436-6332.
Cell- 270-619-5076.
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing, Mowing,
Landscaping 753-5904
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs.
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs, Free estimates.
270-437-4559.
RILEY Construction
Pole Barns Starting
At $7.00 p.s f
Call For Details
Free Estimates
270-489-2907

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lambs

Vans
1992 Dodge Ram Custom
van. 318 with V-8 engine.
A/C, P/W, P/L, P/S, tilt
cruise. Good condition.
753-4729

1997 CHRYSLER Town &
BEAUTIFUL 3 Bdr., 2 bath. Country Pearl white, all
LR. Dr, Eat-in kitchen, utili- leather interior, loaded
ty room. Approx. 2000 sq. 67,xxx miles $16,500
ft , 24'x30' garage, 3
753-0792
patios, 3 storage buildings,
pool, 5 8 acres. $68,500.00
Call 759-4160.

CLASSIFIED1

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Hoots. 121 North

4-Awyeao sisiteside
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
T1A Certified Heat Pump Installer License 1M02182

270-759-2288
Protect Your Number One Investment

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money

JIM DAY PAINTING

down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Refer to Ad #22 and ask for

PAPERHANGING

Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
460
Homes For Sale
BEAUTIFUL New Home.
Southwest Villa.
3 bedroom., 3 bath, huge
family/game room 3800 sq
ft.. fireplace, gas heal
753-5024

FOR SALE
3br, 2 bath Double car
garage and carport Large
utility room, double corner
lot. 1891 sqft. living space
$110,000 firm. 753-6943.
GREAT Investment rental
property. 2br upstairs. 3br
downstairs Priced below
appraisal Mail responses
to. PO Box 1040-P, Murray.
KY 42071.
HOUSE In Murray includes
2 apts behind it You fix
$45.000. Will pay for itself
With positive cash flow
753-2479.

1980 MX80 Good condi
tion. runs great $350 obo
753-6740 after 5p m

Phone
753-1916

GALLIMORE
CONSTRUCTION
TURN Your Old Cabinets
Into New Oak Cabinets
Vinyl Siding, Decks
489-2671

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

495

5 acre parcel in restricted
development w/ existing
3br house. Robertson Rd
South. 753-9250.
5BR Brick. 2 car garage. 3
acres, 5 years old. Day753-9356 ask for Amy.
Night- 901-247-5277.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
gnnding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Cross Country Or Local

CHARMING Cottage for
sale due to relocation.
Unfinished, oak framed.
post and beam On one
acre. built 1996 Best offer
over 37K. Call 489-6108
COUNTRY. Quiet in town
3br, 2 bath brick LR, FR
Bonus room 1627 Loch
DOG Obedience
42 ACRES 12 mile East of Lomond $102,000
Master Trainer
HWY 641 Near Hazel
759-8888
436-2858
Cropland
woodland, DELUXE Custom 3br, 21/2
JACK Russell Puppies tobacco
barn 100% owner bath home with walk- out
Full blooded Ready July financing
available
basement. Potential to 5br
27th 492-8158
753-8251
plus 13x21 flex room. This
is a new house located on
wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive. Call 7533903 after 4p.m.
1505 Diuguid Drise • N1urray, KY 42071

011aad

1999 YAMAHA 400 Kodiak
4x4 100 miles. $4500
753-7687.

Used Trucks
1976 FORD Pick up
Needs tune up. First $600.
buys it. Call 753-3903 after
5pm.
1989 CHEVY swb with linear. 5spd. Chrome wheels,
clean, runs good.
759-9246
1991 Black Chev. S-10.
130,xxx miles. . $2,850
492-8676.
1998 F-150 XLT. Super
cab. V-8. Autom very
clean.
64,xxx
miles
$17,450. 753-2479

Free Estimates Trustworthy
Rates
Helpful Advice \
Reasonable

7534931

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
CONCRETE Finishing.
•Driveways
•Patios
*Sidewalks
•Free estimates.
435-4619.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates,
759-9609

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

759-1591

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CASH IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
88 Yamaha Blaster 4-Wheeler
Totally rebuilt. S1,400 obo
Small Boat, trailer & motor. S450

•Dnveways
*Parking lots
•Stnping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

WATSON ROOFING
New roots repairs and
tearoffs Call for estimates
1-901-644-9969
160

Fan Catena
FOUR kittens seek good
homes Call 759-5259
FREE kittens Very cute 3
bob-tailed Call 489-2500
after 5PM
FREE
Puppies
Part
Cocker Spaniel 753-7510

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and drain lines.
• Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements.
David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422

f5._-r Aamb Brothers
' Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED &LNSURED

-

it t ,rmlates

1It

24 Hr Senue

Cleanup Service

11,1,P1111

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment

it_ , Tree h Stump
• RCIII0Vili

l',111/

M.S. Roofing
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125
Decks

Fencing

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES
Landscape • Lawncare
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

JELID Lawncare
and
Lanidscaping
*Scheduled Mowing • Weed Control & Fertilize
• Aerating & Seeding • Mulching
• Shrub Care • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge rimming • Dirt Work
• New Yard Preparation
• Power Overseeding • Rip Soil - Will Haul
- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

One Year Subscription, Only

Savicas Oland

6 Month Subscription, Only

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE

3 Month Subscription, Only

15.00
37.50
48.75

20 Yrs. Exp.
Free Estimates
Call Mark Hayes

753-7113

753-1495

7:00 p

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
Travis Asphalt
Sealing

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR DAILY:

530

713 S. 12th St.• MURRAY,KY 42071
9:00 a.m.

ROOFING
Residential Tile &
Drywall Remodeling
Ask for Steve.
437-4718

Olisrsd

SPECIAL MINIM:
NEW SUBSCRIBER ONLY

510
Campers
98 Coachman Mirada
29 1/2 ft 4,000 miles
$46,000 753-4389

&Motors
2- 1997 Sea Doos GTI 3
seaters with aluminum
trailer Like new, less than
20 hours $5.000 each Or
negotiable if sold as a pair
Call 901-247-3733
2- Seater Wave Runner
Trailer & Cover Call
753-8376

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
EREE to PRIMESTAR
Dish Ncttnl
x%
Customers!!

PAY FOR 12 MONTHS

'99.95
litstalli•if In
11
!

GET 1 MONTH FREE!
Local Delivery Only

d'sii

" DIRECTV
!""
‘
s

d7IR

Best Prices On Pagers A Cal Phones
Come see us at our new location
408 N. 12th St.

Call and subscribe'today

270-153-1916.

Murray Ledger & Times
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is a vegetarian? I've had people tell me they
were vegetarians, yet serve them fish
or fowl and they gobble it right down.
Others pig out on junk food but faint
at the thought of eating eggs. Some of
these folks seem pretty hypocritical to
me.
DEAR READER: Vegetarians come
in all doctrinairy sizes and shapes.
Most choose to avoid meat only and
will consume dairy products and eggs;
some also eat fish. Others eat no animal products at all, preferring only
vegetables, grains and fruits. I believe
that the issue is not one of hypocrisy,
but rather a question of personal preference and ethical consistency. In
dealing with vegetarians, it is wise to
determine their individual philosophies before making a blanket judgment.
DEAR DR. GQTT: Yesterday,.a
small mole on my neck started to
bleed. Following this brief event, I
examined the mole more carefully. It
seems to have darkened in the past
few weeks. Should I see a doctor?
DEAR READER: You definitely
should see a doctor because of the
outside possibility that your mole may
be changing into a form of skin cancer. True, benign moles may sometimes darken and bleed; however, any
skin lesion or blemish that behaves
this way deserves professional attention. To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "What You Should Know
About Skin Cancer." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: About a year ago,
my 10-year-old grandson broke his
ankle in a fall from his bicycle. About
six months later, he developed constant head-jerking. A blood test
revealed that he had mononucleosis.
What is our next step?
DEAR READER: I do not know
what, if any, relation exists between
the fracture, the head-shaking and the
mono. Ordinarily, these three conditions are independent of each other.
There is no cure for mononucleosis;
patients usually recover without complications in a matter of weeks.
Because your grandson's head movements are now a primary' concern, I
suggest that you talk to the child's
pediatrician. If he or she cannot shed

DEAR ABBY

light on the situation, a second opin
ion from a neurologist would be in
order.
DEAR DR GOTT: I was a military
policeman in Nagasaki, Japan, at the
end of the war and have been sick a
lot in the past five years. The
Veterans Administration gives me the
cold shoulder. What should I do?
DEAR READER: First, see your
doctor for testing to establish the
cause (or causes) of your sickness.
Later, if treatment is needed, the doctor can refer you to a VA hospital for
continuing care.

DEAR ABBY: I am one of your
male readers, and this is the first
time in 30 years of reading you that
I have written. You were right to
tell the woman who ran up $17,000
in debt to tell her husband, but you
missed an important point. He
sounds like my son-in-law, someone
who has ignored his fiscal responsibilities in his marriage.
The husband may be the breadwinner, but he acts more like a
teen-ager who turns his earnings
over to the family and accepts an
allowance. He has been hiding his
head in a bucket of sand, but unless
she arranges the "telling" in the
company of someone he respects, he
will lay all the blame on her. That
third party should be prepared to
lay it on him a little. Didn't he ever
look at a bank statement or a credit
card bill?
That woman may have a big
problem, but her husband's is just
as large or larger.
P.S. IN FLORIDA

From the tone of your question, I
gather that you are worried about
having been exposed to excessive
radiation following the Nagasaki
atom-bomb blast. Through appropriate examination, a doctor should be
able to identify any long-term radiation damage. In my opinion, enough
time has elapsed since your exposure
to make radiation an unlikely cause of
your symptoms. However, you should
be thoroughly checked. Subsequently,
DEAR P.S.: That letter genyou would be entitled to care in a VA
facility, whether or not your illnesses erated mail from both sexes.
are service-related. In my view, your Read on:
best option is to use civilian medical
DEAR ABBY: I thought your
facilities for diagnosis and reserve the
reply to "Drowning in Debt" was
VA system for back-up care.
amazing. No wonder there's so
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
much credit card debt in this country, when people like you use the
existence of the whole credit card
DR. GOTT
problem to justify the overspending
of the individual, i.e. "everybody
else does it."
PETER
Your advice should have been
GOTT, M.D.
short and simple: Tell your husband
immediately, pay off the debt, and
live within your income by living
without what you cannot afford.
When the debts are paid off, put
into savings the amount you had
been paying on debt reduction.
Judging from the lady's whining,
I imagine she considers herself a
victim in our new society of-Victims.
LUCKY SHE'S NOT MY WIFE
IN LOUISIANA

I BELIEVE
IN
AMERICA

Sunday,July 2
5:00 & 7:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church
Murray, KY

DEAR LUCKY: I told her to
tell her husband and that, with
the assistance of credit counseling, they could resolve this
problem. I did not feel that laying more of a guitt trip on her
than she was already feeling
would be constructive or helpful. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My wife also took
care of the bill-paying for the better

COA I Lvr4=0I,II
Ell_011S111=11a

da-r
WHAT ARE
4Ou'RE CLEANING
DOING MERE,'ACM? rCuPBOARD5 AREN'T 40U?
IT'5 10.00pm ,1

. riN mo
CAN NEAR A
BOX IX TRASH
BAGS BEING
OPENED PROM
AcA055 TOWN.

I114 DOG CAN
KEAR A BOX OE
COOKIES BEING.
OPENED FROM
ACROSS THE
HOUSE...

YOU'RE In1 A
1"PiTCHING" MOOD

LOOKING BACK

part of 41 years. Only when she
passed away did I discover how
deeply in debt we were. To this day
I regret not keeping a closer eye on
our checkbook.
Your advice to "Drowning" was
outstanding, but should include the
husband. After all, he undoubtedly
helped incur some of the debts. He
should be willing to work with his
wife to pay them off. It takes two to
tango.
SMART TOO LATE
IN TENNESSEE
DEAR SMART TOO LATE:
Please accept my sympathy for
the loss of your wife. I agree
that it takes two to tango. It's
sad, but some couples find it
harder to talk about money
than they do about sex. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I applaud you for
recommending that "Drowning"
contact the National Foundation for
Credit Counseling. The staff is wonderful, caring and helpful. The
biggest problem some people have is
admitting to a stranger that they
have failed. But once you do, the
counseling service helps you get
through the rough times and on to
financial freedom. Thanks again,
Abby, for sharing information about
that wonderful program with the
public.
CONSUMER CREDIT GRADUATE,
SAN BERNARDINO,CALIF.
DEAR GRADUATE: You're
welcome!
Readers, if you missed the
column with the telephone
number and Web address
for the National Foundation
for Credit Counseling, they
are: (800) 388-2227 and
www.nfcc.org.
***

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Rob
Stanfa of Rolling Hills Nursery
shoveling mulch around the plants
at Playhouse in the Park for the
opening of "Annie Get Your Gun."
Calloway County Board of Education named Peter O'Rourke II as
new head girls' basketball coach at
Calloway County High School. He
succeeds Rose Elder who stepped
down after five years as coach, but
who will remain as a teacher at the
school.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jones III,
May 27; a girl to Stephen and
Cynthia Overby, May 31, a boy to
Phyllis and Kevin Allen and a girl
to Teresa and Ricky Daugherty,
June 8.
Twenty years ago
About three-fourths of the customers of Murray Water & Sewer
Systems will be hit with increased
rates later this summer as given in a
recommendation made to the Murray City Council at its meeting.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
First Baptist Church, is one of 15
national recipients of 1980 Award
Winning Sermons Recognition,
sponsored by Pastoral Ministries
Department of the Baptist Sunday
School Board.
Births reported include a girl to
Donnie and Merry Beach. May 30.
Thirty years ago
A replica of the first radio built
by Nathan B. Stubblefield of Murray is being displayed in the capitol
rotunda in Frankfort. It was built by
students of the department of electronics at Murray's School of Ap-

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Counterthrust
South dealer.
chances, he cashed the king of
Neither side vulnerable.
trumps and A-K of clubs before
NORTH
leading a second trump to the ace.
•8 7 4 3
Declarer then led a low spade from
A 54 2
dummy.
•J 9 6
South's method of play would
QJ
have worked out perfectly had East
WEST
EAST
followed low on the spade. De•K 6 5
4 Q 10 2
clarer would have played the nine,
V3
J6
and West would have been
•AKQ104
+853
endplayed after winning with the
+864
+1097532 king. Any return by him would
SOUTH
have handed South the contract.
4AJ9
But East had watched
K Q 10 9 8 7
declarer's sequence of plays very
•7 2
closely, and he foiled South's
!A K
scheme by going up with the queen
The biddingwhen the spade was led from
South
West
North East dummy. Declarer then had to lose
2V
1
2•
Pass two spade tricks no matter how he
4,
proceeded.
How did East know that the
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
It would surely be easier to queen was the right play? The
defend perfectly if you could see answer is simple enough if one
the declarer's cards. But lacking stops to examine the evidence at
this advantage, you should try to the point when the spade was led
formulate a picture of declarer's from dummy
hand, using any information you
East learns early in the play
can gather from either the bidding that South started with precisely
six hearts, two diamonds and two
or the plays already made.
That this practice pays well clubs. It follows, therefore, that
is illustrated by the accompanying declarer must have three spades,
deal where West led the K-A-Q of neither more nor less. East consediamonds,declarer ruffingthe third quently goes up with the queen to
one. South was now faced with the thwart the apparent endplay deproblem ofavoiding two spade los- clarer is planning to execute against
ers. In order to increase his his partner.
Tomorrow: Free for the asking.
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc
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50 WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE FOR
YOUR BIRTHDAY THIS YEAR?

Grissom, e.g.
41 Police
records abbr.
42 Military force
43 Neighbor of
Fr.
44 Strain for
breath
45 Symbol for
samarium
47 Indication
49 Nova —
53 Wild sheep
57 Vase
58 Social rank
60 Lyric poem
61 A "Stooge"
62 The Ram
63 Decimal
base

ACROSS

FtS.a

THAT HAS GOT
TO BE THE
MOTHER OF ALL
CAN OPENERS

THREE-FIFT4,
DUAL-CAM,
FUEL-INJECTED
FIVE-5PEE2/

1 Film co
name
4 Flower part
9 Mr. Selleck
12 "Bali -13 Sadat's first
name
14 Call — —
day
15 Borrowed
(2 wds )
17 Hard-handed
defense
19 E plunbus —
21 I (Sp.)
22 Merry
25 Roman 56
27 — fair in
love and war
31 Electrical unit
32 Y-shaped
piece of
wood
34 Spanish
article
35 Three (pref
36 Obese
37 Alternative
word
38 Armstrong or
1

q2

ILIAD
ILLAT
CYMBAL
H AULER
PIMA
BRYN
U M
EMS
RB I
OS I ER
TRIAL
ES
L IVY
S COOP ORLANDO
=RUIN
ELSA..
BRYNNER
YESES
U H GENUS DADA
DETER
LUG
ROB
CE
HOUR
IDEA
N ERVES USURER
SNIDE
LETUS
Syndicate
United
Feature
6-14 0 2000
7 Asian ox
8 Aid in
diagnosing
(hyph )
9 Aunt. in
Madrid
10 Baseball
great
11 Actress West

1 Greek letter
2 South of
Neb.
3 — slick
4 Actor James
5 Calling off
6 Coach
W lkins ID
5

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3

6

7

ii

9

8

14

13
17

1

18
_

19 •20

A L-f

ii
iii

34

Co YOU
THiNK THERES
A MARKET
OR ANTI-CAT
STORIES?
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And so, once again,
Kitten Kaboodle had to
admit she had been
outsmarted by a dog.
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42

49

21

24

22
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ill

uu

33

41
WI

iiiill

so di

•

44

,
54

a

57"——

58

61

ill

il

60
3

55

56

16 Stringed
instrument
18 —beet
20 Roman 1006
22 rin
—idHeealsgth)ts (in
23 Tibet's capital
24 Early morn
26 Incense
28 Music man
Hampton's ID
29 Searches
30 Leather belt
32 Theater sign
(abbr.)
33 Narrow
channel of
water
35 Meeting
39 Household
40 Roman
bronze
41 Cooled lava
44 African
antelope
46 Mineral
48 "Anything —
49 Total
50 — Magnon
51 Individual
52 Swiss river
54 Speck
55 Summer drink
56 Family room
59 Silicon
symbol

plied Si. icliLe
Pfc. William Dodson has been
awarded the Army Commendation
Medal with "V" device for heroic
action against battle forces in South
Vietnam.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert Cole
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rice Farmer, June 9.
Forty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield said the Conservation and
Credit Subcommittee of House Agriculture Committee has app.roved
the West Fork of Clarks River Watershed Project. Under the project
which covers 147,000 acres of land
in Graves, Calloway, Marshall and
McCracken Counties, 17 dams will
be built on tributaries of the riser.
The project ,will cost. a Apia]. of
$4,682,000.
Mrs. Claude White, Mrs. Robert
Taylor, Mrs. Owen Brandon and
Mrs. Rex Huie presented a program
on "Send Ye Forth With Joy" at the
general meeting of the Women's
Society of Christian Church of Hazel Methodist Church.
Fifty years ago
Ten Murray city streets will he
repaved soon, according to Dewey
Jones, superintendent of Murray
Street, Water and Sewer Systems.
Calloway County Farm Extension Agent S.V. Foy said 350 persons attended the farm field day
held on the Wybert Morris farm on
the east side of the county.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cable, June
10, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted
M. Potts, June 12.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 14.
the 166th day of 2000. There are
200 days left in the year. This is
Flag Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 14, 1777, the Continental Congress in Philadelphia
adopted the Stars and Stripes as
the national flag.
On this date:
In 1940, at Auschwitz in German-occupied Poland, the Nazis
opened their concentration camp.
In 1943, the Supreme Court ruled
schoolchildren could not be compelled to salute the U.S. flag if it
conflicted with their religious
beliefs.
In 1954, President Eisenhower
signed an order adding the words
"under God" to the Pledge of Allegiance.
In 1967, the space probe Mariner
5 was launched from Cape Kennedy
on a flight that took it past Venus.
In 1982, Argentine forces surrendered to British troops on the
disputed Falkland Islands.
In 1985. the 17-day hijack ordeal
of TWA Flight 847 began as two
Lebanese Shiite Muslim extremists seized the jetliner shortly after
takeoff from Athens, Greece.
One year ago: About 1.5.0(X)
NATO peacekeepers spread out
across Kosovo, including a convoy of about 1,200 U.S. Marines.
The Supreme Court opened the
door to full broadcast advertising
of casino gambling, ruling a federal ban aimed at protecting compulsive gamblers violated freespeech rights.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
1 yr.
$75.00]
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo.
1 yr.
$98.00
Check
Visa

Money Order

Name
Street Address
City
Zip _

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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Home Improvement Warehouse

PORTER+CABLE

Improving Home Improvement

PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS

Special Buy
On Any Gas Grill or 5 Piece Patio
Furniture Set June 14 -18 Only

Special Buy

$139

Promotional details below
Take an Additional

$1148
35,000 Btu Gas
Grill with 13,500
Btu Side Burner

1
1
10% OFF••

Your Total Purchase When It
Includes Any 5 Piece Patio Furniture

The First

Set or Gas Grill With

Use of Your New

•Includes two high-copacity
battery pocks, advanced
diagnostic charger, carrying
case, double ended bit top, and
operating manual #108993

Lowe
'
s

Personal Credit Cord

•587 sq. in. total cooking
oreo • Dual aluminized burner
• Porcelain cooking grid for
easy clean-up #100079

14.4 Volt,
3in Cordless
Drill Driver Kit

June 14 -18 Only

Promotional details below

Free Deals For Dads!
FREE

Assembly On
All Gas Grills

FREE

5 Days Only June 14 - 18

Delivery On
All Riding Mowers

FREE

5 Days Only June 14-18

We
In
st
al
l
$4
9
Garage Door Openers

Assembly On
All Riding Mowers

5 Days Only June 14 - 18

179

Garage Door Opener
Installation Available

GENIE

offer expires 6/23/00 see store for details

'
A HP Heavy-Duty
Garage Door Opener

• Intellicode- security prevents
unwonted garage door openings
•Safe-T-Beaml system • Includes 2
remote controls and wall console
with security lock, light control and
energy-saver shut-off #18721

Free Assembly
and Delivery

t. •

'397
44,000 Btu Gas Grill with

40,000 Btu Gas Grill with

8,000 Btu Deluxe Side Burner

13,500 Btu Side Burner

4.50 sq in primary cooking area with
warming rocks #48064

-590 sq in total cooking area -Weatherresistant porcelain coated hood #100077

-414'

amiar
- ss Am

Special Buy

01,Orlf?mum"

$284

2,100 psi
Pressure Washer

LLAAMAII
4 HP, 20
"

• Powered by 611P Briggs & Stratton Quantum
Engine•2.0 gpm #80152

Trimmer/Mower

• Free floating guide boll allows for better
cutting control and durability #111206
:
h:1
*
1199
$

17 HP,42" Cut
Pedal Drive Lawn Tractor
•Industrial/Commercial twin cylinder engine •Twin

iictr
•La,

blode cutting deck •Pedal drive transmission #00526
„

LOWE'S
Home Improvement Warehouse

CCM

11,000 Btu Gas Grill
with 8,000 Btu Side Burner

Gift Card

$1998

OLZ litS67890L23

Carpenter's Tool Set

•567 sq in total cooking area .Stainless steel
side shelves and front panel #48112

AS67{39/
&
"%e
4114)

• For a variety of needs #27225

.1"a
irgraNit

$998

Give A Gift Card imacinEcKer
Let Dad choose his own perfect

Spec el Suy

present with the Lowe's gift card!

49 Piece Drilling/
Driving Set

• Features most popular sizes #99451

Special Buy

$7549
Case Father &Son Knife Tin
•Includes 2 blue bone knives with a peach seed jig • One
knife is a mini copperhead with wharncliff and pen blades,
the second is a copperhead with wharncliff and spay blades
• Limited quantities, exclusive at Lowe's #104604

11147$
24
95

2-Speed Moto-Tool- Kit
•Includes carry case and
30-piece accessory kit #94681

Father & Son Tool Belt Set
• Includes kid-sized gloves, work pouch with web belt, plastic
flashlight and adult sized work apron with web belt #106447

AA DELTA
.

44
101%
•

KOBALT
•••••

Special Sue

Special Buy

.11•••ems...1W.

33 Piece

34" Drive

Standard/Metric Socket Set

$4988

• Features K-Drive" design for contacting fasteners on the flat
sides of fastener for more torque and less rounding #45070

Spiracut* Spiral Saw
•Curs wood and wood
composites up to 1" thick $44148

$119

'2997
DEW=

10" Power
Miter Saw
• 13 amp, 5,200 rpm •Extra-wide one-piece fence for

19 Piece Rapid Load Set

maximum support • Electric blade brake •See-through
blad• guard • LighNeeight aluminum construction #91708

• Includes Rapid load- holder, professional
split point drill bits, and more #3373.4

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From MSU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00 am - 9:00 pm • Sunday, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
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